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A UNIQUE FIND
Walter E. Franke

One hot summer's day in 1947, while surface-hunting on one of the numerous plowed
fields along the Delaware River in northern
New Jersey, a few miles below Port Jervis,
New York, I had the good fortune of making
one of those finds archaeologists dream abou~
This whole area as far south as Delaware
water Gap was formerly occupied by the Munsee.
Following a north-south furrow that led up
to a little knoll, I found a light reddishtan sherd about the size of the palm of a
hand. Then further along, I picked up several more. They were about 3/8 of an inch in
thickness and had the same surface finish.
It was easy to see that these pieces
came from a large pot and that more of the
pot must be somewhere close by as the breaks
were still fresh. Evidently the farmer in
plowing or harrowing had struck the pot itself, bringing the fragments to the surface.
L~ediate1y, I started p'robing with the
trowel hoping to hit something hard. But no
such thing occurred although I searched over
an area roughly 15 feet by 30 feet, both up
and down the hill. somewhat disappointed, I
decided to give up and headed for my boat
with which I had come up the river. But
something - some inner voice - prompted me to
go back and try again. So I started pushing
. the trowel into the soft sandy earth a little
closer to the top of the rise from where I
had left off before. Almost at once I struck
something besides loose earth. Getting down
on hands and knees, I soon exposed what I
thought was a large sherd about 7 inches below the surface. But this large sherd soon
proved to be the complete circumference of a
pot. After brushing off the dirt, jagged
edges with fresh breaks soon told me where
the pieces I had found on the surface had
come from. That I was more than thrilled,
you can well imagine.

Now I began removing the sand around
the outside of the vessel in order to get it
out of the ground. But I had not reckoned
with its size. After digging a hole 20 inches deep around the entire urn, I still could
not budge it even a trifle. That made me
decide to remove the earth from the inside.
Surprisingly only a few smaller sherds were
recovered on the outside. Proceeding carefully with brush and grape fruit knife, I
soon exposed a large stone that was lodged
snugly inside of the pot. An eighth of an
inch crack on both sides of my lucky find
made the work more difficult and extreme care
was necessary to avoid any further damage.
I ·therefore tied a strong cord around the
vessel.
The stone when finally removed measured

9~" x 12~" x 2i" and looked somewhat like a
flat mortar. Progress was easier now and I
soon had a regular pile of large and small
sherds, including a large bottom sherd.

By this time, I was wringing wet from
anxiety and excitement in spite of working
only in shorts, having previously discarded
my wool shirt and khaki trousers. So I decided to take time out and cool off a bit by
ha ving a smoke and placing the larger sherds
in cellophane bags. These I placed in the
shade close to my boat.
Returning now to the ticklish task of
removing the main part of the pot from the
excavation, I enlarged the hole and deepened
it to 36 inches. Here is where I got another
surprise for I found out that the vessel had
been placed in the ground with the rim or
open end at the bottom of the hole. And what
a beautiful decorated neck and flaring rim it
was' My guess was castle Creek Focus-Owasco
Aspect,
After the inside had been carefully
cleaned of all dirt and sand, I finally was
able to tilt it a bit. But how was I to lift
it without having the whole thing collapse on
me? It surely weighed more than 25 1bs.
Should I go home for assistance and in the
meantime have someone else stumble on my find,
just about ready for removal? Rather than
take that chance, I decided to do the job myself.
I reenforced the vessel by wrapping my
khaki pants around the outside and then winding my boat rop3 around this. Then I slipped
my wool shirt under the pot to give it more
support. Now very carefully, I raised it
and carried it over to my boat. What a relief
to have that over with, Returning to the hole,
I troweled around for anything that may have
been in or under the pot. Aside from a small
stone and a few jaw fragments of some small
mammal, nothing else was found. There was
neither organic matter nor charcoal as are
usually found in New Jersey pits unless tbjs
one was so shallow that continuous plowing
and erosion had removed all such traces.
After filling back the hole and taking
measurements in order to locate the place
again, I carefully stowed away my findings
and headed for home; luckily down the river
and with the least of effort.
It was not until I got there and tried
to assemble the various pieces, that I realized how fortunate I had been. Not only had I
found about 90% of the vessel but the upper
two-thirds was entire and in one piece. Neck
and rim were complete and almost perfect.
17
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It is extremely difficult to figure out
how any abori ginal woman could have molded
such a large and beautiful container with
only the most primitive of tools at her disposal.
The fine workmanship could only be
appreciated after the damp sand adhering to
the upper part and the sherds was removed.
My opinion is that the large stone
found in the pot was used to "kill." it md
the side and bottom sherds deliberately
placed within. Otherwise more sherds would
have been found on the outside.
Roy Morse and I spent at 'least one or
two nights a week for several months trying
to find some way to get the bottom part connected to that of the top. It was just this
middle section that had been sheared off by
the plow. There was really only one connecting sherd that tied the lower part to
the upper one.
Finally, William S. Fowler of the
Attleboro Museum was kind enough to offer his
assistance. We are most grateful to him
that we now have the pot reconstructed. His
skill, perserverence and patience made a
show piece out of what looked like a hopeless
problem to us. He has furnished an il~ustra
tion to show decoration and construction
and has kindly offered the following description and remarks concerning this urn.
Probably belong s to Ritchie's Castle
Creek-Owasco Aspect.
Description
Small semi-globular base; dee~ constrict
ed neck with walls varying from 1/2 to 1/4
inch; 17" diameter mouth with total depth of
vessel, 27"; out-flaring rim, flattened and
hi ghly decorated; mineral temper with no
coiling indicated; exterior is apparently
maleated by a corn filled corn cob that has
been roll ed over the surface; interior is
smooth; meticulous decorations, all in dentate technique, cover the outside surface
from lip down around shoulders, and also
1/2" down on the insi de of lip; decoration
consists of oblique dentate lines inside of
lip, while on the outside of the lip there
is a dentate herringbone motif. A nine-line
horizontal band appears in the constriction
of neck, situated above large dentate chevrons of nine to ten lines each which extend
down over the shoulders. In the center of
the flat surface Qf the lip is a one-line
linear dentate, surrounded by dentate maleation.

Fi g . 11. castle Creek - Owasco Ceramic Urn
Upper Delaware River, New Jersey.
Remarks
---vessel from New Jersey shows

This
superior workmanship, not only in its construction, but also in the precise application of the dentate stamp so that all lines
are, in general, equidistant. The vessel
shows no wear at the base or on any surface
and may have been used as a sacrifice in
some ceremonial observance. It wei ghs about
75 pounds and is of a yellow-orange ware
that is grayish fr om vessel's center to its
rim, apparently caused by the firin g .

May, 1949
North Attleboro, Massachusetts
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THE PILGRn.1S AS ARCHAEOLOGISTS
Warner F. Gookin
When the Pilgrims landed on Cape cod
toward the end or 1620, on their journeys
arield by way or exploration, they dug somewhat naively into graves near Truro. It
happens, nevertheless, that the description
or these graves round in Mourt's Relation (1)
are so explicit that they present an Interesting and accurate picture archaeologically
or Nauset Indian burial customs conrirmed in
detail by inrormation about Indian customs
obtained rrom other sources.
or the rirst grave examined, ror instance, it is related that it was "covered
with old mats 1 and had a wooden thing, like
a mortar, whe.uned on the top or it." An explanation or these things is supplied by
Roger Williams, who in reporting on Narragansett burial customs, remarks that "upon the
grave is spread the mat that the party died
on, the dish he did eat in." (2) So the mats
reported by the Pilgrims were the bed or the
deceased and "the wooden thing" that looked
to the Pilgrims like a mortar-was his eating
bowl.
Although the account expresses some
scruples about disturbing these graves, when
the Pilgrims came upon a larger and more impressive one, they could not suppress their
desire to examine it thoroughly. Their
account or it is as rollows:
"It was much bigger and longer than any
we had seen. It was also covered with boaroo,
so as we mused what it should be, and resolved to dig it up; where we round rirst a mat,
and under that a rair bOW, and then another
mat, and under that a board about three
quarters [or a yard] long, rinely carved and
painted; with three tines or broaches at the
top, like a crown. Also between the mats we
round bowls, trays, dishes, and such like
trinkets. At length we came to a rair new
mat, and under that two bundles, the one
bigger and the other less. We opened the
greater, and round in it a great quantity or
rine and perrect red powder, and in it the
bones and skull or a man. The skull had rine
yellow hair still on it, and some or the
rlesh unconsumed. There was bound up with
it a knire, a packneedle, and two or three
old iron things. It was bound up in a
sailor's canvass cassock and a pair or cloth
breeches. The red powder was a kind or em1. G. Mourt (William Bradford and Edward Winslow),
Relation or Journall of the beginning and proceedings
of the English Plantation settled at Pllmouth in NewEngland •• (London, 1622). Quotations are from the
reprint; in Alexander Young, Chronicles of the Pilgrim
Fathers, (Boston, 1841), pp. 109
2. Roger Williams, A Key into the Lan~age of America
(London, 1643), Facsimile Edition, (Pr~dence, 1936),
p. 203.

rt.

balment, and yielded a strong, but no orrensive smell; it was as fine as any rlour. We
opened the lesser bundle likewise, and found
of the same powder in it, and the bones and
head of a little child. About the legs and
other parts of it was bound strings and
IDracelets or rine white beads. There was also by it a little bow, about three ~uarters
[Or a yard] long, and some other odd knacks."
The rirst point to note in this description is the presence or the fine red powder,
easily identiried as red ochre, a sesquioxide
or iron. A powdered red clay would not have
remained a powder in a grave permeated by
rain water. Furthermore, the oxide of iron
in powdered rorm when moist has an odor that
is aptly described as "'strong but not orfensive." Proressor Charles C. Willoughby notes
the general use of red ochre in pre-Algonquin
graves or northern New England, a possible
relationship to the Beothuk of Newroundland,
where it was in common use as a pigment. He
makes no mention or its use in southern New
England and assumes that the source or the
red ochre was outcroppings in the vicinity or
the Katahdin Iron Works in central Maine. (3)
The cape cod red ochre may well have
come rrom similar outcroppings near the iron
deposits of Taunton, Massachusetts, profitably mined by white men for many years. It
is possible that the cape cod Indians used
it because or a descent rrom coastal Indians
rurther north; but as the Taunton iron is at
the center of the wampanoag country, it would
seem likely that the use or red ochre as a
pigment ror the deceased to take with them
into the next lire was more general in southern New England than has been supposed. The
sandy soil general in these regions would
account ror its disappearance, as complete
oxidization would leave presumably only a
stain to be washed down to lower depths. Red
ochre has, or course, no "embalment" properties such as the Pilgrims assumed.
The yellow hair adhering to the skull of
the corpse has naturally given rise to endless and unrestrained speculation. The explanation, however, would seem to be a very
simply one. It was supplied to the writer by
his neighbor and friend on Martha's Vineyard,
Dr. Albert E. Edel, long attached to the medical examiner's ofrice or the State of New
Jersey, who may be remembered as the specialist responsible ror the identirication or the
child killed in a tragically publicized kidnapping case. The method used succesafully
waa a microscopic comparison or the hair on
the little corpse with that or a lock treasured by a member of the ramilv.
3. Charles C. Willoughby, An~uities of the New
England Indians, (Cambridge,s.,

19

1935),

pp.

79-80.
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Dr. Edel's explanation is simply this.
landed £rom any part o£ the sea, was no less
~Vhite hair in contact with an oxide o£ iron
his own." (7)
takes on a yellow tinge. The Indian o£ the
grave, there£ore, was an old, white haired
The -writer is assured by his £riend
Indian, whose locks were turned yellow by
Dr. Edel, mentioned above as one with many
the powdered oxide o£ iron surrounding the
years eJqB rience as a medical examiner, tha t
body. The pure white hair o£ aged Indians
the hair and £lesh adhering to the bones o£
is £requently mentioned in the early writi~ the corpse uncovered by the Pilgrims is
o£ explorers and colonists. Eliot £ound a
evidence that the grave was not more than two
word descriptive o£ them. "wompontupont,or at the most three years old at the time.
one having a white head, 'hoary-headed,' Lev. In other words, the death o£ the aged Indian
19: 32 ." (4) Towanquattick, a Marth's Vine- had taken place a£ter the wreck o£ the French
yard chie£, in a speech reported by the Rev.
vessel. There is the possibility to be noted
in addition that the Indian died as the reThomas Mayhew, Jr. (1646)1 had a bitter word
to say o£ his contemporar es. "NOW men lead
sult o£ some in£ectious disease caught by
a giddy li£e ' in ignorance, till they are
contact with the Europeans. This is suggestwhite headed, and though ripe in years, yet
ed by the simultaneous death o£ the old man
they go without wisdom unto their graves."
and the child.
(5)
It is well known that the Indians of
To con£irm the physical fact, the writer that period delighted to array themselves in
European garments, obtained as gifts or taken
experimented as £ollows: he pulverized some
Martha's Vineyard bog iron ore, moistened
£rom the bodies of the slain. The first
the powder and placed a wisp o£ his own gray
Indians to greet Bartholomew Gosnold and his
hair in contact with it. In a matter o£
companions in 1602 off the coast of Maine,
hours, the white hair changed to a beauti£Ul
came out to the ship in a Bay of Biscay shallop, wearing oddments of European clothing.
and permanent yellow.
(8) One suspects that they had gotten these
The presence in the grave o£ European
by overwhelming a landing party gone ashore
clothing and other articles is likewise
£or wood and water.
readily explained. About £our years before
the arrival of the Pilgrims, a French vessel
The general conclusion is that the grav~
had been wrecked on this part of the cape
so well described by the Pilgrims, was that
cod coast. Governor Bradford's account o£
of an Indian chief, or possibly a high rankthis wreck, as related to him by friendly
ing noble who had had his pick of the loot
Indians, is as £ollows: (6)
from the persons o£ the slaughtered French,
and o£ everything else that came ashore. The
"About three years be£oreJthe attack
kn1£e and the packneedle were undoubtedly the
on Dermer in 1619], a French s p was cast
most coveted of the lot, although perhaps o£
away at cap-codd, but the men got ashore,
equal value in the eyes of the Indian were
and saved their lives, and much o£ their
the sailor's smock and trousers that had bevictails, and other goods; but a£ter the
come the habi1iments ~£ nobility.
Indians heard of it, they geathered togeather
£rom these parts, and never le£t watching
The one article in the grave that perand dogging them till they got advantage,
haps must remain unexplaim d is the "board
and kild them all but 3. or 4. which they
£inely carved and painted with three tines
kept, and sent them £rom one Sachem to anor broaches at the top." Although the tines
other, to make sports with, and used them
are suggestive of the Trinity, the board
worse than slaves."
could hardly have been o£ Christian origin,
as the Pilgrims would have been quick to reIn connection with this wreck, it is to
cognize any "popishll figures or symbolism.
be remembered that according to ancient cusIt seems rather to have been a standard, or
tom everything that died in the water or came symbol of office, akin to the ceremonial
ashore from a wreck became the property o£
staffs known to have been in use among the
the chief o£ the tribe, and at his disposal.
Beothuk of Newfoundland. One of these was
Matthew Mayhew (16941 sta-tes this in these
decorated, according to a late survivor of
words: "As the Prince was acknowledged
absoluet lord on the land, so he had no less
sovereignty at sea: for as all belonged to
1. Matthew MayHew, Briefe Narration, (First Edition,
him, which was stranded on the shore of his
Boston, 1694. Unique copy in the LIbrary of the
sea coast, so whatever whales or other wreck
llassachusetts Historical Society), SecoIXi Edition,
of value, floating on the sea, taken up, on
with the title Tri';15>hs aIXi Conquests of Grace,
the seas washing his shores, or brought and
(London, 1695), um.que copy in the JohJl carter Brown
20

4. J. H. Trumbull, Natick Dictionary, (Washington, D.
C., 1903), p. 195.
5. From a letter by the Rev. Thomas ~hew, Jr., in
Edward Winslow, The Glorious Pr~ess of the Gospel,
(London, 1649). Re-printed i n s . Hist. Coll. Third

Series, IV.

6. William Bradford,
1899), p. 118.

or

Plimouth Plantation, (Boston,

Library, Providence, R. I. The first edition is
re-printed entire, with an Appendix, in Cotton
Mather's Magnalla, Book 6, Chapter 6. The quotation
is from Section 1.
8. Gabriel Archer, The Relation of cp{taine Gosno1's
~, first printed iii PUrchas His
rgriDiS,
\LOiidcin, 162$). Re-print in Charles H. Levermore,
Forerunners aIXi Competitors of the Pilgrims aIXi
PUritans, (Broo$, 1912), pp. 44=45.
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TITICUT INDIAN BURIALS
21
that people, by superimposed triangles at
wrote, 'tTheir a1'1'ections, especially to their
the top. (9)
children, are very strong; so that I have
known a 1'ather take so grievously the losse
01' his childe, that hee hath cut and stab1d
The touching picture 01' the child
himsel..fe with grie1' and rage. II (11) It is
buried with the old Sachem, the lad provided
impossible to believe that an Indian child
with his little bow, and adorned with bead
work, is probably the best evidence that this would be buried with any other than his
1'ather or grand1'ather. Following the ancient
grave round by the Pilgrims represents an
custom, both the old man and the child were
authentic Indian burial. The Indians were
out£'itted in the grave with their most prized
very 1'ond 01' their children. As one writer
possessions, somehow to be carried mystically
puts it, "The men and women are very loving
and indulgent" to them. (10) Roger Williams into the next li1'e.
9. Willoughby1s Antiquities, Illustration of staff,
Figure 41, i, and also description of another staff,
p. 70.
10. Daniel Gookin, Indian Collections, in Mass. Hist.
Soc. ColI., Vol. I, First Series, 1792, p. 149.

11. Roger Williams, Key, (Providence, 1936), p. 29.
Oak Blur1's, Massachusetts
September, 1949

TITICUT INDIAN BURIALS
A SOLILOQUY
Mason M. Phelps
No one apparently has noticed or i1' they might be the result of ploug~tng. Also, none
have, have given a second thought to the inof the graves overlap or are superimposed one
congruity 01' the burials round at the Titiupon another. Condition of bones when found
cut site in Bridgewater, under the auspices
also does not warrant too long a time interval
of the Warren K. Moorehead Chapter 01' the
between these burials. The depth 1'actor
Massachusetts Archaeological SOciety and
leans towards death and interment in warm
members of the Peabody Foundation 1'or Archa~ weather.
logy, Phillips Academy, Andover, Massachusetts.
If we turn to history we find that there
was an Indian encampment at Taunton near the
When one undertakes,however, to analyze
ralls 01' Mill river known as cohamnet or
the twenty-t~ee or more burials, he cannot
Quahannock, meaning near the falls, where the
rail to be impressed by the variety in types
Indians 1'rom Mt. Hope and other places came
01' interments. One, or even two, burial cusyearly at the time of spawning of the alewise;
toms might conceivably be attributed to a
spending the season fishing and returning
de1'inite tribe or linguistic federation, but
home at the completion 01' the rUn loaded down
incongruous, when there are as many as one
with the catch 1'or food consumption and as
finds here. Lets stop 1'or a moment and see
1'ertilizer 1'or their crops.
what there is contained within this small
cemetery. There has been disinterred two or
These 1'ish were the principal source 01'
t~ee cremations; two under dispute as red
industry 01' the early colonists at Taunton
paint graves, though minus the type of grave
and nearly a hundred years after the 1'irst
objects considered typical with such intercolonist settled here lithe ancient standers
ments; one bundle burial, in which the reremembered that hundreds 01' Indians would
mains are indiscriminately jumbled together,
come up 1'rom Mt. Hope and other places, until
while the remainder are fairly divided bethe season 1'or catching ale.ise was past,
tween the extended and 1'lexed types.
when they would load their backs with burdens
and load their canoes, to carry home their
Another noticeable 1'act is that the
supply 1'or the rest 01' the year. They came
great majority of the skeletal remains are
to ·catch 1'ish as did their 1'athers, before
very deeply buried and not at all typical 01'
the white man came." (1)
graves in this section 01' the country which
are known for their shallow depth and charLikewise Titicut could have served the
coal contents and which, at the start, was
same purpose. Here over a period of several
the cause of overlooking several 01' these
hundred years, tribes of Indians of the same
graves.
linguistic race, but with slightly different
forms of burial customs, as well as other·
Even i1' there are two or more distinct
neighboring and perhaps hostile tribes gatheroccupations or two series 01' occupations as
ed together under a truce agreement for the
the majority think separated by a time scale
purpose of fishing and a period of soc·ial en01' thousands 01' years, one can hardly credit
tertainment and games during the spawning of
the picking 01' the same spot and digging to
the alewise.
a like depth, along with the fact that all
the grave sha1'ts, from the data obtained,
extended downward from near the surfac6 or
1. History of Taunton.
just below the dark top soil. However, this
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Though these gatherings were or short
logist or tomorrow, (300 years hence or so),
duration, there was bound to be perhaps years in uncovering the semi-civilized races or
apart an occasional death, natural or otherthe past and the vanished pomp and glory or
wise, among this large and diversiried group
the United states, place all these devious
or people and this grave yard was a communal
sections or living in the same time scale,
burial ground in which the various tribes
or will he tend to date them in a time scale
buried their dead according to their own par- or several hundreds or years apart either
ticular custom. This might easily account
prior to or arter that ror the more prevelent
for the dirrerent types or interments and so
condition or a little or both. So perhaps
few graves on a site producing so much in
the Indian likewise dirrered during this
occupational material. Or perhaps these were period or Titicut occupancy in their small
burials due to a raIling out amongst the
groupings relying principally upon nature
dirrerent tribes over some cause resulting
(their livelihood), which could supply o~y
in a general right and loss or lives as stone a certain number within any given territory
points were round embedded in several or the
with daily sustenance. This dirrering greatskeletal remains.
ly with the diversity or topography, whether
the small communities lived near the shore or
Ir as it is claimed by some rrom the
inland, in hilly or level stretches; the
materia! so far recovered that this site has
dirrerences in climate and hence a varying
plant lire, and not the least important,
produced artiracts pertinent to those
whether they had access to the numerous mincharacteristic to all known sites thus rar
eral outcrops such as rlint, chert, clay,
uncovered in the East, (except the Maine so
hematite, plumbago, and steatite.
called Red Paint Burial complex), it thus
bears out the pro ceding contention that this
Still another ractor in ravor or this
site, at certain seasons of the year, was
idea is the anomality or land producing
the ·meeting place of many tribes. Also, unlike Ritchie and others, this writer contends evidence or occupa tion in this vicinity covering many acres along both sides or the Taunton
that the rinding of the use of certain artiRiver and extending in some cases quite a way
racts at one site and not at another does
back from the water indicating that late comnot necessarily indicate a difrerencein
ers were not choosers ror the desired water
time scale, but rather a preference for a
sites.
certain article over another following in
the root steps of their parents as did their
parents berore them; their type of social or
Thus could have been the history of
food economy or perhaps religious motivations; Titicut in the days when the Indian rules the
taboo, or personal prererence. We can see
land in undisputed majesty little dreaming of
the same even today in the United States bethe days to come.
tween country and city dwellers, f actory
town and farm conmamity, and in the numerous
Peru, Vermont
sects, from the Quaker to the Trappist monk
and faddish organizations. Will the archaeoNovember, 1949
22

SOME ASPECTS OF THE USE OF RED OCHRE IN PREHISTORIC BURIALS
Benjamin L. Smith
For many years I have been intrigued by
the question "Why did so many peoples in so
many Po rts or the world make use or red ochre
(which is often called hematite, or red oxide
or iron, or red paint, the chemical formula
of which is Fe 2 0 3) in such a wide variety
of ways in their burial ceremonies?"
Perhaps it be well first to review some
or the classic examples of the use of this
material as it has been demonstrated by excavation in several parts of the world. It
must at once be emphasized that no attempt
bas been made to list all or the cemeteries
or. deposits from which this material has been
recovered, but rather some of the more spectacular have been selected to high-light the
widely diversant customs relating to its uses.
FUrther on, certain theories will be advanced,
which may sug~st certain r easons ror its we,
but they can
only theories because at present we have no way to prove or disprove them.
Natural deposits of iron ore are found

in many parts of the world. The Urals or
Russia, the mountains of Norway and Sweden
have vast deposits. Others are located in
Hungary, Bohemia, Germany, Italy, Spain,
England, canada and the United States. Iron
being one or the most widely distributed ores
in Nature, it is obviously impractical to
give a complete list or even the principal
sources. However, it is quite clear that prehistoric peoples in many areas could obtain
iron ore with little trouble.
One or the earliest European discoveries
or the use Qr red ochre with burials was ndred
in conjunction with an interment in the
Grotte des Enfants (Children's Grotto) in the
rirst or the series or cabes at Grimaldi,
France. The burial was that or a male of the
Aurignacian Culture and CrO-Magnon Race.
Hematite was found underneath and on top of
the skull. peroxide .of iron was found just
beneath a nearby hearth. (1)

1. Human

Origins,

Vol. I,

p.

387.
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Also in the Grimaldi caves was found a
burial of a woman and a youth of the socalled Grimaldi Negroid race. Hematite was
found upon the skeleton of the youth. (2)
A Neanderthal burial was unearthed at
La Chapel-au-Saint, disclosing a skeleton,
accompanied by broKen food bones, and fragments of hematite (possibly paint sticks).
(3 )
In the Grotte du cavillon, Mentone, an
Aurignacian burial of an adult male was uncovered. A great mass of powdered hematite
covered the skeleton and all objects interred
with it. (4)
In Barma Grande cave. Mentone, the
skeletons of a man, young wcanan and a youth
were found in a great bed or ochre. This
was a cro-Magnon burial. (5)
The skela ton of a male of the Aurignacian period was found in a cave in Glamorganshire, England. The bones and accompanying
ivory objects were encrusted with red ochre.
The skeleton was too fragmentary for positive
identification, but probably belonged to the
Cro-Magnon race. (6)
A burial of the Solutrean period was
found in the second cave of Klause, near New
Essing, Bavaria. The ske1e~6n was completely
surrounded with a mass of powdered ochre.
(7 )

An early Magdalenian burial was found
in the terrace deposits in front of a small
cave near Rossillon, Ain, France. The body
was accompanied by flint implements, bone
artifacts~ and was enveloped in powdered
ochre. (tl)
At Brun, and again at Vestonice, which
is about sixty miles from Predmost, Dr.
Absolon found skeletons of the Moravian
Mammoth hunters or Predmost Race, covered
with masses of powdered ochre. This race
was contemporary with the Cro-Magnon in
France. (9)
At the Cave Grosse Ofnet in Bavaria was
found that remarkable Azilian-Tardenoisian
interment, consisting of two pits filled
with human crania. In the first pit were
twenty':'seven skulls; in the second, six
skulls. ~l faced weat and the whole mass
was deeply stained with red ochre. Women
and children predominated in the groups. (10)
In the Azilian type station, Mas d'Azil,
at Arlege, France, Piette found two burials,
2. Human Origins, Vol. I, p. 388.
3. The Wisdom Tree, p. 5.
4. Human Origins, Vol. I, p. 390.
S. Human Origins, Vol. I, p. 392.
6. Human Origins, Vol. I, p. 394.
7. Human Origins, Vol. I, p. 400.
8. Human Origins, Vol. I, p. 402.
9. New Discoveries, pp. 372-373.
10. Human Origins. Vol. II, p. 293
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and was of the opinion that the flesh had
been removed from the bones, which were then
painted with red ochre before burial. (11)
Neolithic burials were found at worms,
in Rhenish Hesse. The burials were accompanied by a mass of red ochre. (12)
Douglas Byers has called my attention
to a number of sites at the foot of the
caucasus, which would seem to belong to the
late Neolithic or Early Iron Age. Red ochre
was found in these graves with which I am
not fam11iar.
These are some of the more important
European occurrences of red ochre and, summarizing the information, we find the following facts ontstanding:- Aurignacian, Sol~~,
Magdalenian, Azilian-Tardenoisian and the
Neolithic, and possibly Iron Age cultures (13)
all made use of the red ochre in some fashion,
in connection with at lea·s t some of their
burials. Men, women and children of both
sexes were interred with it. Nests of skulls,
covered with red ochre, and skeletons painted
with it are among the speciali~ed uses of the
ore. Apparently, no use of it was made in
burials before the coming of the cro-Magnon
man.
Red ochre was, of course, widely used in
the western Hemisphere, also, and it would be
well to examine some of the classic uses of
it here and to try to determine whether or
not a common denominator is discernible.
From Ritchie's Pre-Iroquoian occupation
of New York state we find the use of red
ochre to be a characteristic of several different cultures which may be enumerated as
follows:The point Peninsula Focus of the Vine
valley Aspect consisted of several focii.
At the Muskalonge Lake component 2000 thin
triangular cache blades were found solidly
packed in a bushel or more of red ochre.
Human burials at many components of the point
Peninsular Focus contained quantities of red
ochre. Seated burials of males of the same
focus were found at Avon, in Durkee County,
New York, and also at Port Maitland, Ontario.
Both skeletons were covered with red ochre.
(14)

Ritchie's Middlesex Focus of the Vine
Valley Aspect and the classic Adena which resembles it both made use of the ochre. (15)
The Holyoke graves described by C. C. Willo~
by (16) and later by W. J. Howes, as well as
ll. Human Origins, Vol. II, p. S.
12. Human Origins, Vol. II, p. 108.
13. The J40usterian has been omitted because only one
reference to the use of hematite bY' this culture has
been noted.
14. Pre-Iroquoian Occupations of New York state, p.
184.
15. Pre-Iroquoian Occupations of New York state, p.
187.
16. Antiquities of the New England Indians, p. 83.
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those at Swanton, Vermont, reported by Prof.
was used.
George H. Perkins in 1873, (17) and those
The State University Museum at columbus,
excavated by Godfrey J. Olsen of the Heye
OhiO, has some bones from a glacial kame
Foundation, at Orwell, Vermont, in 1933-34,
(18) all made use of the ochre and all are
burial. These are stained a brilliant red
apparently components of the Ritchie Middlefrom contact with powdered hematite. (23)
sex Focus. Willoughby called the Swanton
cemetery "Old Algonquian U and related it to
Mr. Clarence B. Moore reports quantities
the Mound Builders. Jessie Brewer's Eel
of it found with skeletons in some of the
River graves from Plymouth, Mass., may be
mounds explored by him in the south. (24)
another component of the Middlesex Focus.
Prof. Henry clyde Shetrone, in his book,
(19 )
"'The Mound Builders," (25) while discussing
Ritchie's Orient Focus and the Bremerton modes of disposing of the ,dead, observes that
Focus of his Laurentian Aspect, as well as
frequently skeletons were found which had
the scottsville component of his Lamoka Focus been denuded of flesh and painted with red
are further example s of sites where red ochre ochre before burial.
was placed in graves in greater or lesser
J. P. Howley, in his famous report on
quantities. (20)
the "Beothucks or Red Indians" of NewfoundThe classic Maine cemetery complex
land, (26) stated that this strange people
graves reported from forty-four cemeteries
not only placed packages of red ochre in the~
by Willoughby, Moorehead, Byers and Johnson,
graves, but in life painted themselves and
Hadlock, Smith and others made such copious
most of their possessions with it to an exuse of red ochre in single and mass deposits
tent which gave them their more common name.
of tools that it became one of the culture's
salient characteristics. Enough bone fragCole and Deuel in "Rediscovering Illinois,"
ments and bone dust came from these deposits
reported fending three Bounds in FUlton
to identify them with little doubt, as
county, (F 1, FO 14, F 563) which all congraves. In certain of the Maine cemeteries
tained burials of their "Red Ochre Culture."
mass graves seem to have been lined and
(27)
floored with ochre in great quantities before
the artifacts, etc., were placed and the
They defined this cultural manifestation
grave shafts filled in. Evidence of fire
as "a phase (probably of the Woodland Pattern)
just above the deposit is frequently enWhich is characterized by beautifully made
countered.
leaf, and truncated leaf-shaped projectile
pOints, crude pottery, copper implements and
The Pennsylvania Hi storical Commission
ornaments, simple burials in flexed pOSitions,
found red ochre in a mound o~ the Alleghany
frequently associated with caches of artiRiver north of Kinzua , Pa., in the summer of
facts and profuse amounts of red ochre." (28)
1941 (21) and this s ite has been labelled by
Ri tchie as "Pennsylvania Hopewel lian."
We consulted Bulletin No. 71 of American
Archaeology, and on page 14 of an article enThe Middleboro Archaeological Society
titled "Native cemeteries and Forms of BUrial
found a cemetery on the shore of Lake Assaeast of the Mississippi" by Daniel I. Bushnell,
wampsett in 1941, from which graves containJr., found the following information:
ing red ochre were t aken.
A red powder was found in a late contact
The W. K. Moorehead Chapter of the Mass&- grave on Corn Hill, north of the pamet River
chusetts Archaeological Society found two or
in Truro, Mass., in November 1620. It conmore graves in a high sand ridge near Titicut tained the body of an adult with a'large
lackage of the powder. The flesh and yellow
in the past summer. Deeply patina ted artihair were still in evidence. Grave goods
facts and quantities of red ochre were torn
from these graves as the owner's steam shovel were a knife and a pack needle, two or three
destroyed them. There appear t o ha ve been
old iron things, as well as bowls, trays,
dishes, and a fine bow. The skeleton was
no bones discerni~le.
wrapped in mats and covered with boards. A
Moorehead, in his "Archaeology of Maine" child's skeletonsand possessions were found
l"eports: "Seven or eight burials were found
in a smaller package Of red oxide.
in tre north shore of Lake Ontario. They
were accompanied by a quantity of red ochre.nBushnell took the above from "Relations
(22) He does not describe just how the ochre or Journall of the beginning and proceedings
of the English Plantation settled at Plimoth,
in New England. Publ. London 1622.
17. Antiquities of the New England Indians, p. 85.
18. Antiquities of the New England Indians, p. 87.
19. Bulletin of Massachusetts Archaeological Society,
Vol. VI, No.1, pp. 15-16.
20. Pre-Iroquoian Occupations of New York State. p.
233.
21. Pre-Iroquoian Occupations of New York State, p.
'
2040
22. Archaeo1011Y of Maine. o. lL.9.

23 . Archaeology of Maine, p. 149.
p. 149.
25. The Mound Builders
26. The Beothuck or Red Indians
27. Rediscovering Illinois, p. '203.,
28. Rediscovering I1.li.n()is, p. 287.
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Thus we see that in America the aborigines made use o£ red ochre in much the same
way as their European ancestors or contemporaries, and the question arises - why did
two widely separated groups o£ people,
thousands o£ miles apart, select this one
substance and use it in the same way. The
common denominator, if one admits its existence, is that the material was deposited in
burials o£ people, parts o£ people, or objecm
belonging to them, in what must be accepted
as graves. Again, the question arises, why?
Now let us examine several theories
purporting to explain this question.
Blood Replacement
It has been suggested that the prehistoric peoples were probably aware of the tact
that blood is necessary to support life.
When an animal or human was wounded, blood
naturally £lowed until death occurred or the
wound closed. Reasoning from this observation, ancient peoples, with the idea o£ as~
ing the continued spiritual existence o£ persons killed by violence, attempted to replaoo
the all-important £luid with some substance
resembling it. Red ochre appeared to £ill
the requirements, and was possibly used £or
this purpose. Ochre mixes easily with water,
and produces a sU££iciently bloody-looking
£luid to satis£y the most crit·ical savage
mind.
But there are difficulties. A people
who developed such a theory would also, o£
necessitYt have included the body in their
preservat1ve program. HOW, then, are we to
account for the two nests o£ crania found in
Grosse O£net? No bodies accompanied this
interment, yet ochre was present in quantity.
How are we to explain the skeletons £ound in
Europe and America, whose fleshless bones
were smeared with ochre? The theory is not
very satis£actory, and we doubt i£ it is the
true explanation.
Embalming Theory
Mr. Richard Eaton o£ Belmont, Mass.,
called our attention to the theory that ochre
might possibly have been used with the idea
o£ preserving the ' remains. This is an interesting thought, but we have never found
that Fe20~ was possessed o£ any preservative
propertIeS. In £act, under certain conditions, rather the reverse is true. We shall
have more to say in this connection later.
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deposits are o£ an easily recognized character. Paint for such purposes was usually deposited in small quantities, and was o£ten
placed in receptacles, which le£t little
doubt as to the use intended.
But this established practice does not
explain the great masses o£ o~hre so o£ten
£ound. The painting equipment £ound in
graves was probably the property o£ the deceased or at least resembled that used by him
during his li£e. It is recognized immediately that a deposit o£ two or three quarts o£
ochre (sometimes the amount is a bushel or
more) is a bit excessive £or the needs of
personal adornment. In £act, . it is so £ar
out o£ all reason that we must look for some
other explanation.
SFobOliC Fire
or PUrIfication)

(Incinerat~n

Incineration, or cremation was practised
by all o£ the Upper Palaeolithic r.aces o£ the
old world to some extent. The Neolithic
races !l' actised i t in about forty percent of
their burials. In America the custom was
widespread, particularly through the Mound
Builder area, and, also, in many Maine complex
cemeteries, although the proportion there
does not seem so clearly established. The
£ashion appears to have waxed and waned
among the peoples of all o£ the more recent
cul ture groups.
Incineration may have been practised £or
several dif£erent reasons, which may be listed as £ollows:
Crowded cemeteries.
Puri£ication of the deceased (to dislodge
evil spirits).
Preservation o£ the ashes o£ the deceased.
Of these, the second is the only one
which we shall consider. It has been sugges~
ed that the red color o£ the ochre may have
been used to symbolize £ire, and may have been
placed in the graves as a purifying element.
This idea may seem £ar-£etched at first, but
we shall mention certain facts which may make
it seem a bit more raasonable.
Perhaps a closer study o£ the source
£rom which the Maine' Cemetery Complex people
obtained their ochre, with some related facts,
will suggest a theory (it can not be more)
which will not only refute some of the ideas
already set forth, tut which may supply 8
rather more tenable theory.

Decorative Paint Theory
Many primitive peoples used paint £or
personal adornment and £or applying tribal
marks to their bodies and £aces. It would
be reasonable to suppose that this custo~
was practised by prehistoric tribes, also,
and since they invariably appear to have held
belie£s in some sort of herea£ter, we would
expect them to make some provision £or their
dead ' to carryon the pr actice. Unquestionably, many small deposits o£ red ochre were
made £or this, and no other reason, but such

Some of those who have studied the Maine
Cemetery Complex have stated that much o£ the
ochre was obtained from the great outcrop o£
ore at Katahdin Iron Works, Maine. This spot
was £irst worked by the white man about the
year 1830, and at that time evidences o£ prehistoric activity are said to have been clea~
ly apparent.
I had always understood that, when the
operations were fully developed, a cloud of
£umes hung over the great red scar on the
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mountain top, but since my visits did not
point is 482~.
start until 1901 and the ore operations ceased
With this in mind, I spent much time
in 1890, I had no proof of the actual exisstudying analyses and reports of iron ores
tence of this ' cloud. I therefore wrote to
an old 'friend, Mr. Lynn Moore, at K. I. Works, of alI.. kinds from many parts of the world,
but nowhere could I find a word to SUbstanwho was familiar with the min1ng operations
tiate the statements of these two eye-witin their most active stage, and asked him
nesses. yet the people who saw the fires
the following questions:and smelled the fumes were not purposely misleading me. They were truthful people and
No. 1 Do you know whether or not the ore
from Ore Mountain got hot when a freSh therefore, there must be some other explanation for the phenomenon they saw and deslayer was first uncovered? (This is
undoubtedly a leading question.)
cribed.

No. 2

comment by Mr. Moore: Yes, I have no
doubts but that the ground became wann
or hot when freshly uncovered, but do
not remember for sure.

Eventually, I came across a reference to
an early process called "calcination," used
on certain ores in pre~aring them for the
smelting process. (29)

Do you know whether or not there was
a cloud of fumes on the mountain when
the mining was going on?

Calcination was used on ores containing
much carbonic acid, or water or volatile
matter, and the purpose was to expel these
impurities as well as much as possible of
the sulphur content of the ore.

comment by Mr. Moore: Yes, from a
distance the mountain looked as thougn
it was on fire.
No. 3 Was there a strong odour on the mountain when the mining was going on?
What was itt Was it stronger than it
is today?
comment by Mr. Moore~ Yes, I always
thought it was sulphur fumes; odour
was much stronger than today.
Further proof of this cloud of fumes
came to light unexpectedly when I was going
through some of my father's effects after
his death.
I found a letter date-lined Katahdin
Iron Works, Maine, J~y 4 1889, in which
appeared the following: KJust a bit to the
southwest there rises the low dome of Ore
Mountain, crowned always with a plume of
smOke! for when the ore is exposed to the aJr
it qu ckly catches fire and burns off part
of its sulphur, and carts are all the time
going up and down the roads with loads of
still fuming ore." Also, to my great satisfaction, I found an old photograph, taken by
my father on that trip which showed the smoke
arising from the ore beds. I therefore considered this phenomenon to be a firmly established fact, but today I do not believe
the ore got hot just because it was exposed.
I am sure there is some other explanation.
Hot being chemists, Mr. Moore and others
came to ' the conclusion that, due to some
peculiarity in its chemical composition, the
ore got hot when freshly exposed to the air.
This oxidation was supposed to have persisted for a time and then ceased as the semiroasted ore cooled off.
Perhaps wishful thinking led me to
accept this theory without investigation,
but always in the back of my mind was the
question - why should this ore get hot when
no other iron ores did~en pure sulphur
could not behave that way as its ignition

Fairbairn states the process was " some times effected in the open air by stacking
the ore with coal (or presumably wood) and
setting fire to it, and allowing it to burn
out ___ "
Analysis of the ore at Katahdin Iron
Works by a Mr. J. B. Bretton indicates the
following content:
Sesquioxide of iron
sulphuric acid
Phosphoric acid
Silica
water and organic
material

75.95 equal to
53.17% iron
1.73 equal to
.69 sulphur
.14
.17
22.34

Although nowhere in the records have I
yet been able to find any statement that calcination was used at K.I.W., in view of the
high percentage of water and volatile material in the ore, and because calcination was
sometimes used in the open to get rid of just
such impurities, it seems reasonable to
assume that we have here the explanation for
the fires on the mountain, and the cloud of
fumes (smoke) reported by eye-witnesses.
The ore in the beds was stated by Dr.
Thomas M. Drown, who ana1y~d it in 1875, to
be brown hematite or limonite, resembling a
bog ore, but even today there are brilliant
red patches of a1most pure Fe203 to be seen.
How let us do a bit of romancing. Let
us go back a few thousand Tears and observe
an imaginary drama as a party of Indians is
hunting through the forest. One of them
stops suddenly and pOints to a spot of brignt
red earth at the foot of an uprooted tree.
He and his companions test the material with
29. IrCll - its history, properties and procelShII of
manufacture, b.1 W1l11am Fairbairn, C.E.,
F.G.S.
Printed in Edinburgh, 166$. p. $4.
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In order to oonceive the idea that the
their fingers and find it produces a deep
ore possessed II' eservative properties, the
orange-red stain. It is "'paint'" They
aborigines must have become aware of such
scoop up all they can carry, mark the spot
properties through results obtained by acciand go on.
dental or intentional experimentation which
succeeded in preserving some otherwise per~
The paint proves to be the best they
have ever found. It is soft; fine and very
able material.
bright. They must have more, so an expediNow let us return for a moment to
tion is despatched to bring back a large
amount for the use of the tribe. Returning
Katahdin Iron Works and climb up onto Ore
to the mountain top they scrape away the
Mountain. As we ascend, the color ot the
ground appears normal, but presently it takes
leaves and find great patches of the mater~
available. During the night their camp-fire
on a yellowish tinge, which becomes more and
which they have banked with the red earth
more pronounced as we progress. The forest,
sets the ore on fire, releasing thin clouds
which contained muoh soft wood near the botof choking sulphur fUmes. Apprehension;
tom, is now largely hard wood, with maple
and birch predominating. Presently we cross
fear and awe overcome them.
a small brook and note that the water is
Have they disturbed some spirit? Is it
yellow and has a strong, rusty odor. We
good or evil? Will some great catastrophe
emerge from the thinning wood, at the top,
overtake them? HUrriedly, offerings are made and are met by a scene of utter desolation.
to the spirit of the mountain, and they wait
A great orange-yellow scare covers the
f or some manifestation of appeasement.
shoulder of the mountain, with hardly a live
tree or shrub on it. The brook is now a
Presently their fire dies down and the
clear orange-red. Tbe skeletons and stumps
fumes disappear, indicating to their simple
of trees are lying about in wild contusion.
minds that the . spirit is appeased, and thus
the seeds of worship of the mountain spirit
Below, to the right, is a swamp whose
waters are devoid of life, and from the rank
are planted.
grass on its banks rise the trunks of thouThrough the years the cult grows in
sands of dead trees.
strength and yearly pilgrimages are made to
the awe-inspiring spot, to ob~ain paint and
The activities of the aborigines on an
to make offerings. The mountain is now
ever-widening scale, started the cycle of
sacred ground and becomes woven into their
death by exposing to the rain tne strong sulphurous ore, and as the laden waters ran from
tribal rituals, until eventually the idea of
burying their dead in the revered ground is
the beds into the forest, they killed everyconceived. It is manifestly impossible to
thing in their way. After the Indian came
transport ' the dead from the villages down
the white man who, on a far greater scale,
the river, to the mountain, but the venerated spread devastation and death in all direoti~.
paint can be brought in quantity to the dead
and it appears tha t this was done. In certam
NOW, after sixty years, Nature has washof the cemeterles bushels of the paint were
ed much of the pOison from the wound and it
interred with the bodies and the accompanyis slowly healing. The great clearing is now
ing artifacts, and, as stated previously,
bordered with olumps of scrub birch trees,
the signs of Indian work on the mountain w~ and is beooming smaller every year, as decayclearly apparent in 1830.
ing leaves replace the mould removed by the
miners. In time the scar will heal and vegeNow let us consider the effect of this
tation will again run riot as it did in the
drama upon the theories which we have predays when the Indians first saw the mountain.
viously outlined. We have not affected the
It does not seem possible that any rightatatus of the Blood Replacement theory, but
minded Indian could have received the idea of
that is hardly necessary. As pointed out
preservation from a material which showed
before, the painted bones and the nests of
(on a smaller scale, to be sure,) such powers
skulls appear to refute this idea, except in
of destruction.
isolated cases.
I have presented what may be a valid exThe idea of purifying the dead through
planation of the origin of the use of red
fire may have been given a slight importance, oohre with burials in Northeastern America,
and we have seen that burning ore gave oft
but what evidence is ther'e that this explanaheat and fumes. It is possible that the
tion would apply to other parts of the world?
ancient people employed the ochre for this
pur·pose, but the theory is shaken by the
There are deposits 'of iron ore possessfact that the ore was cold and inert when
ing the same general characteristics as those
placed in the graves. ThUS, unless the ore
at Katahdin Iron Works in many parts of the
was believed to retain some symbolic purifyworld. Is it not reasonable to suppose that
ing power derived trom its original source,
the drama we have re-enacted on the shoulder
it would seem to have become as unfit for
of Ore Mountain could have been repeated
s~ch a purpose as ordinary sand.
wherever similar deposits oocurred and that
the veneration of the oohre should hav~ ~
In regard to the use ot ochre as an emas did such worldwide traits as the control
balming medium, we must bring out a tew perand use of fire, flint ohipping techniques,
tinent tacts.
or the fabrication and decoration of pottery?
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STONE IMPORTATION IN PREHISTORIC MASSACHUSETTS
William S. Fowler

While as yet, no intensive errort has
been made to assemble all available evidence
or aboriginal stone quarrying in Massachuse~
this paper is written as an incentive to rurther research in this rield. As stone, more
than perhaps any other material rrom the beginning of human existence, has been man's
most reliable agent in his search ror power,
knowledge concerning its qualities and
sources becomes or the greatest importance.
Evidence in this realm of study is to be
round in the kind of stone used for the dirrerent artiracts, as compared with stone
materials rrom quarries of probable aboriginal working. Over the past ten years, the
author has had an opportunity to examine such
evidence in some parts of the state, but
while much inrormation has resulted, he is
well aware that his knowledge at its best is
limited. However, ir his conclusions serve
to develJp rurther interest in the accumulation or quarry specimens and the exchange of
stone data, he will reel well repaid for
whatever efrort has been expended , in presenting his hypotheses and postulations.
In the western part of the state a number of primitive stone quarries have been
located. Steatite workings at Westfield and
Wilbraham served to supply the stone bowl
epoch with material for its stone eating
vessels as well as for pipes and pendants.
Then at Mount Tom and at Holyoke have appeared quartzite quarries where an immense am~
of that stone was knocked ofr glacial boulders into blanks ror manuracture into artifacts. Such deposits are strewn over many
hillsides throughout the area and undoubte~
account for much of the quartzite that was
used. Some, however, probably came from
glacial cobbles found in most river beds.
Quartz was also derived from pebble$ and
cobbles although much was quarried from
quartz outcrops. such worked deposits have
been found in the Westfield hills in Little
River Valley. Granite workings occur at all
steatite quarries as well as at Mount Tom
where glacial boulders that are deposited on
the lower slopes of Mount Nonotuck supplied
material for some specialized artifacts such
as cultivating spades and hoes. Goshen schis
from depo$its in the mountains above Northampton supplied the material for some pestles
and clubs while the same stone in the, form
or pebbles was used quite generally for
abraders and Whetstones. An indurated red
shale with limited conchoidal fracture comes
from large deposits in Chicopee and is in
evidence on practically all sites in the
connecticut valley. Probably, the most extensively used stone material rrom this
western area is basalt, (commonly called
trap rock). A column formed igneous rock of
relatively coarse grain with medium conchoidal fracture and of prehistoric volcanic

origin, it forms elevated escarpments that
appear as far north as Greenfield and ext'end
south intermittently to New Haven, connecti~.
At the river end of the Mount Holyoke range
is evidence of aboriginal collecting and
working of this stone on a large scale. This
site has been referred to by the late William
J. Howes in "A Trading Center for Local Products in the Town of Hadley, Mass.," (Bulletin
of the Massachusetts Archaeological SOCiety,
Vol. 3, No.4, p. 58). Connec,t icut River
natives used -basalt extensively from earliest
days for plummets, gouge and ad~ blades, axes,
tomahawks, picks, spades, knives, hoes, and
even for a few projectile points. Its color
varies from light brownish-gray occasionally
flecked with cream spots, to dark brown and
sometimes gray depending upon the extent of
weathering to which it has been subjected.
Also, among the glacial gravel of the Westfield and Connecticut Rivers, predominently
composed of quartz and quartzite, may have
existed a few pebbles of rare stones such as
black and yellow flints. It is possible that
they were used when found ror such implements
as projectile pOints, drills and scrapers
which occasionally appear on river sites.
However, no recognized flint deposits in any
grade of color are known to exist in the
region with or without evidence of aboriginal
working. It is true that Emerson's Geology
of the Connecticut valley reports deposits
of what appear to be stone similar to chalcedony and agate occurring in Conway and
Amherst. However, no evidence has been reported to indicate the quarrying of these
deposits by the natives. Furthermore, the
absence of agate and chalcedony flakes on all
camp sites preclUdes the probability that the
few points which do appear locally made of
this material were fabricated from indigenous
stone. Other mixed stone materials common in
western regions of the state from which stone
implements were made are hornblend, sandstone,
varieties of quartz and quartzite, and some
gray shale.
From Worcester to the east, hornstone
and basonite were commonly used for gouge and
axe blades and may have been indigenous. In
this same area are several steatite workings
inclUding Dolly Bond and Eight Lots ~uarries,
that furnished steatite for stone bowls.
Also, there are worked exposures of quartz,
notably, extensive workings at Diamond Hill,
indicating that this stone WaS apparently
much in demand. As research is carried into
eastern coastal regions, fewer quartzite
quarries are encountered. However, there
occur instead quantities of felsite deposits
showing great variety of colors and textures.
At Hingham is a banded pinkish-gray felsite
outcrop, a stone that is easily distinguishable among site implement assemblages. Near
Marblehead is a porphyritic blackish felsite
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in boulder form showing primitive quarrying.
reference to stone proportions for each colThen at the coastal town of Scituate and at
lection examined, excepting that at the
saugus are outorops of red jasper in varying
Attleboro Museum, he does believe that he has
shades and grades that show evidence of much
presented estimates that show unmistakable
working. All about Plymouth, the seacoast
trends. However, it should be remembered
abounds with gray and blackish porphyritic
that these trends are based in general on
pebbles, and occasionally, nodules of rare
surface finds that are culturall y mixed, and
agate, yellow-brown jasper, and chaloedony
therefore, do not represent stone preferences
occur. In£request use of these stones for
of any particular culture period but rather a
p~jective points is evidenced on some
geographic distribution.
Plymouth sites. Besides these stones, gree~
With this general picture in mind or i~
ish-gray shale forms a large deposit throu~
out eastern regions. It appears in outcrops
digenous stone preferences, it becomes
apparent that the appearance of stones that
and as common glacial-worn field stones,
many of which when located on habitation
are foreign to Massachusetts' regions sugsites show percussion-flaking. In spite of
gests importation of such stones. FUrtherits sp[ntery fracture, it appears to have
more, there frequently appears locally styled
been popular for projectile points during
artifacts, notably projectile points made of
some early culture periods - (a stratigraphic strange stones and sometimes in unusual shapes,
that cannot be c1assiried with local projecobservation) •
tile forms. A study of this presumably inIt may be well to state at this point
trusive material reveals similarities with
that all rlinty stones spoken of variously
forms in other parts of the country, and
as ohert, indurated shale, silicified sandleads to the belief that stone importation in
stone, etc., will be referred to in this
finished and unfinished stages was probably
paper in a general way as flint, for the pur- practiced.
pose of simplification. However, distinction
will be made between flint and two varieties
In 1924, Dr. Arthur C~ Parker, State
Archaeologist for New York, reported on the
known as chalcedony and jasper.
Great Flint Mines at coxsackie on the Hudson.
An examination or some Massachusetts
At this location occurs a large deposit of
stone projectile point collections reveals a
flint on a hill about three miles removed
from the west bank of the river. It appears
relative diversification of. stone materials
conforming closely with stone provenience in
in nodules and in veins that weave in and out,
and was quarried on an immense scale by means
the state. In coastal areas of the Taunton
River Valley, as shown by the Richardson
of large percussion stone hammers and disks.
Investigation of the site convinced Dr. Barker
collection in the Attleboro Museum, five
stone classes have the f ollowing relative
that a well defined stone industry was carried
quantities: all varietie s of quartz, 70%;
on at the place in which coxsackie material
quartzite, 4%; shale , 10%; felsite, 14%; and
was quarried both for manufacture into proflint, less than 1%. In Plymouth and cape
jectile points as well as for exportation in
Cod areas, quartz yields some of its lead to
semi-finished spa1ls or blanks. He also enfelsite, but on the whole the relationship
visioned traders coming to the site bringing
remains about the same. In the northeastern
unfinished spa11s of fore ign stone materials
section or the state, worked stone evidence
for the coxsackie workmen to fashion into
seems to follow quite closely that reported
projectile points. He concludes that the
from the Attleboro district with quartz and
site was used both as a flint quarry as well
felsite leading, except that more quartzite
as a recognized stone works for the expert
and quartz derivitives are present. However, chipping of points. Thus, coxsackie emerges
as an advance is made through the state,
as a major £lint quarry in the New York area
quartzite appears more often. In the region
and may even have been known of and used by
or Worcester, it vies with quartz for fi~st
people who lived at a considerable distance.
place with felsite losing ground, but with
flint rising to 3% in eastern sections. In
Charles Foster Wray, in his report,
the Brook£ields and on into the connecticut
nVarieties and Sources of Flint Found' in New
Valley, quartz and quartzite share a leading
York state,n (Pennsylvania Archaeologist,
position, with £lint running about 10% and
Vol. 18, Nos. 1-2), refers to Flint Mine Hill
relsite less than 1%. But here arises a
near coxsackie as the largest and most imparadox, for in spite or the ract that flint
portant New York State quarry but states that
is prominent in most collectiOns, there are
eight additional flint deposits in other areas
no £lint deposits in the region that are
are known to have been used by the aborigines.
known to the author. FUrthermore, habitaticn
site ~tter along the connecticut River and
A study of some private collections in
its tributaries exhibits varying amounts of
Massachusetts has revealed a number of proflint chips, spalls and cores. This material jectile points with certain traits that imply
foreign affinities. Usually such points are
is of various colors and textures. It is
made of stone that is not known to be indigepredominantly light to dark gray with green
nous and this more than form seems to label
and bluish tints, and is sometimes whitish,
dull black yellowish and red. It is generalJ.y them as importations. However, projectile
non-lustrous with occasional exceptions.
style often contributes toward this hypothe~,
although form is usually an uncertain criterion.
While the author does not profess to
Shapes of points the world over tend to aphave obtained the exact information with
proach similar proportions and yet there are a
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outstanding di~~erences that are more
Whitehall dolomite ~lint from the Lake
diagnostic than minor variations. The latter, Champlain region and may represent one of the
torms in which ~lint was imported. Another
probably, should not alone be used in estabform is that o~ a nodule which sometimes aplishing ~oreign man~acture provenience, ~or
pears. From such observations it seems proslight variations o~ this kind could too
bable that New York flint came into this
easily result ~om independent invention, or
~rom stone ~laking di~~erences.
On the other region in reasonably large quantities, probably by water, which seems perhaps to be the
hand, outstanding ~orm dif~erences, re~erred
most logical form o~ transportation. However,
to here, are sign1~icant and may supply what
it could also have come by land as there were
seems to be convincing source evidence.
two recognized well established trails leadFurthermore, there are some times certain
ing over the mountains to the west from the
marked regional shape pre~erences that serve
to make a source hypothesis more convincing
Westfield and Deer~ield Valleys.
such as Mohawk-Iroquoian small icosolese
triangular points or Ritchie's OWasco conWhile it is true that the aut~or has no
knowledge of flint outorops o~ suitable
cave-based triangular ~orms. Hence, when a
point is made o~ ~oreign stone material and
quality occurring in Vermont, New Hampshire
has a similar shape to points in the region
or Maine, at Mount Kineo, Moosehead Lake,
o~ source, importation as an explanation of
Maine, is a massive esoarpment of porphyritio
its presence is implied.
greenish-gray ~elsite, or rhyolite, with only
a medium conchoidal fracture known as Kineo
~elsite.
Evidence of aboriginal quarrying
Probably it will never be known just
why or how importations occurred, but there
abounds and worked implements clearly identiare several likely hypotheses that may be
fiable as being made of this stone appear in
deducted ~rom available evidence. Stone pro- certain parts o~ Maine. However, marked
curement groups may have entered into trade
evidence o~ its use further south in the ento obtain choice stone material ~om distant
virons o~ Massachusetts is lacking although
regions. In this case, resultant implement
occasional ~lakes of stone resembling this
~orms would probably have assumed those o~
~elsite sometimes appear.
There~ore, so ~ar
the area to which the stone material was
as the Bay state is concerned, Maine, New
brought. However, in cases in which ~oreign
Hampshire and Vermont as established ,sources
implement styles and stone material are well
of aboriginal flint or other stones should
de~ined, art i~a cts may have been le~t through
probably be dismissed from further consideratrade, by raiding parties, dr as a result o~
tion.
loss in connection with peaceful travel misHowever, one local flint source should
sions, or possibly due to temporary settlebe mentioned. It was readily accessible to
ment.
Massachusetts natives and is known to have
For coastal areas, such as Massachusetts, existed in colonial days. At one or two
it is obvious that importations o~ such stone places a'l ong the coast there were dumped
material as was not indigenous had to come
~lint spalls and nodules brought as ballast
from either the north, south or west. In New by ships ~om Europe in Colonial days. There
Hampshire, vermont and Kaine, to the north,
is evidence to suggest that natives in the
no deposit o~ flint of suitable quality has
vicinity helped themselves and were the means
been brought to the attention o~ the author,
by which this ~lint in limited quantities
and as no known flint outcrops occur in the
found its way into adjacent coastal regions.
immediate sout~r one should probably look to
A flint spall from Martha's Vineyard has just
the west ~or tn.J.s stone when supplied in
been tound. It is serated on one edge tor a
quantity. wray's report shows outcrops o~
knife and may have been made ~om this
~lint in various grades extending easterly
jetisoned material. The specimen has a grayin a ridge across the state o~ New York,
ish-brown waxy appearance, excellent conchoidown the Kohawk valley to the Hudson River
dal surface, and a high lustre. It has a
and then turning south and running o~~ into
whitish nodule tripoli on one ~acet exhibitPennsylvania with scattered outcrops appearing a tendency to deep porosity. Nevertheing to the north in Lake Champlain districts. less, it should be noted that such finds,
With these great deposits o~ ~lint lying
even on coastal sites, are rare and seldom
only a hundred or more miles away to the
i~ ever occur ~urther inland.
This probably
west, it seems but natural that in time they
precludes the possible existence o~ anything
would have attracted coastal attention and
but a limited localized source, such as the
become the major source ot flint for eastern
one re~erred to, for this waxy appearing
provinces. However, the difficulty o~ trans- ~lint.
porting great quantities, as would ob~iously
have been required for general use, probably
At this point, for purposes o~ identifiprevented ~lint utiliz'a tion to any large excation, it may be well to examine distinguishtent. Nevertheless, in the western part o~
ing characteristics ot New York state tlints
Massachusetts throughout the connecticut
as presented by Wray and as observed by the
valley as tar north as Deer~ield, ~airly
author in some cases. Only those from known
large quantities o~ this stone were in use
aboriginal workings will be described includto judge ~om chip refuse appearing on many
ing. flint from Little Falls dolOmite, Whitecamp sites. Figure 12, No.1, illustrates a
hall limestone, Deepkill ~nd Normanski11
large tlaked core of dull black tlint with
shales, Lockport dolOmite, Helderberg limeheavy patina of rusty whitish weathering
stone series, Oriskany sandstone, and Onond~
limestone.
trom WhatelYL.connect~cut Valley, collection
o~ C. C. Ferg~son.
Tn.J.s exhibit resembles
~ew
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LITTLE FALLS DOLOMITE FLINT - has Mohawk
It exhibits a poor to medium conchoidal rracvalley outcrops that occur in layers and noture development with rracture planes being
dules. Deep deposits have a pearly light
common along which the rlint separates upon
blue color with tendency to surrace transconcussion. Many nodules have a thick enlucency, but with some brownish weathering.
casing layer or tripoli and large rossil rragAt Knauderack quarry site it is rrom an upper ments are numerous.
deposit and has a whitish color stained by
brownish weathering and occasionally is inGLENERIE LIMESTONE FLINT, (Helderberg
terspersed with pink streaks. This white
series) - the best exposures are in the
variety is commonly known as Knauderack rli~ vicinity or Cobleskill and Catskill, New York,
All varieties or Little Falls rlint have a
where it occurs as limestone deposits. It
well rormed conchoidal rracture, a relativeconsists or a silici£ied limestone or incily rine grain but with little or no lustre.
pient rlint with a drab gray color. This
sometimes appears in deeper shades such. as
WHITEHALL DOLOMITE FLINT - rrom relative gray-blue and black, but gray is more rrely small patches in the northeastern section
quent. The common drab gray color, orten
or Champlain Valley is rather impure rlint.
caused by weathering, occasionally has rusty
It resembles Little Falls rlint except that
stains. The stone rractures with a medium
it has a more ribrous texture and may be
conchoidal surrace and £requently has small
identiried by its dark blue to blue-black and £ossil rragments imbedded in it. Its surrace
gray-black colors. It has a curdled stru~ is orten grainy and never has lustre.,
o£ an irregular rormation and weathers with
a whitish patina that has no lustre.
ORISKANY SANDSTONE FLINT - outcrops occur
in the central part or New York State where
DEEPKILL SHALE FLINT - important exponodules up to eight inches in diameter appear
sure is at coxsackie Flint Mine Hill just
at the top or the rormation. This nodule
south o£ Hudson, New York, where it occurs
rlint is distinguishable by its black sandy
in £olding and raulting veins one-haIr to
appearance, (siliciried sandstone), with
rour inches in thickness. It is relatively
glassy spots here and there.
rine-grained with a well developed conchoi~
rracture but usually with no lustre. It may
ONONDAGA LIMESTONE FLINT - deposits are
be distinguished by its characteristic apple
more in evidence in western New York and
green-gray color that occasionally becomes
across the Ontario, canadian border, where it
blue-green. Other shades that sometimes
occurs in rour to rive inch nodules and disoccur are brownish-gray, blue-gray, and less
continuous veins. Its color varies somewhat
rrequently various reds. Slight mottling
depending upon its geographic location, but
and streaking or colors sometimes i s present. in general is a drab brownish gray. In eastsmall masses or hematite dust having the
ern New York, the color is lighter with bluappearance or rust are sca~ter ed along vein
ish hues, while at aurralo it becomes black.
raults in some cases and tendency to weather
In western regiOns, the color assumes a
is negligible.
mottled blue-brown or tan shade with sometimes
reddish stains. The stone breaks with an exNORMANSKILL SHALE FLINT - rine exposures cellent conchoidal rracture and has a dull
are at Rice Mountain near Grant Hollow and
vitreous lustre.
at the root or Church Hill near catskill, New
York, where it occurs in veins which orten
Examination or Connecticut Valley habit&stand out in the shale beds as distinct rid~ tion site rlint chips, spalls, cores and
It rractures with only a medium conchoidal
artiracts leads to the belier that such exsurrace while much or this rlint appears as
posed rlint material has a probable Hudson or
indurated shale with a splintery rracture.
Mohawk Valley provenience. Some or this
Its color is generally gray or black in the
rlint may be readily identiried by its applecentral part o£ the Hudson valley and rregreen-gray, rine grained appear~nce and exquently is banded with light green-gray or
cellent conchoidal rracture as Coxsackie Deepred streaks in Washington County to the north. kill rlint; other pieces by their dense dull
It weathers with an overall light gray or
shiny black appearance and medium conchoidal
whitish patina.
rracture as Helderberg rlint; still other
material o£ dark brownish-blacks with high
LOCKPORT DOLOMITE FLINT - the best outlustre as Onondaga rlint; while some £lint,
crops are in the Province or Ontario, Canada, especially in the vicinity or Mount Tom, by
and at the international boundary in Niagara
its coarse grained drab light to dark gray
county, New York, where it occurs in nodul~s, silici£ied limestone appearance, with modera~
sometimes rounded, and sometimes in rlattenconchoidal rracture, as Glenerie limestone
ed lenses. It is hard with a medium conrlint; and at the same location, whitish rl1nt
choidal rracture that tends to splinter. Its with good conchoidal rracture, fin& grained
color is gray-blue with variation to a whitwith no lustre to speak o£ as Knauderack,
ish color with brown stains and orten has a
(Little Falls), flint. The remaining rlint
mottled appearance with rossil content.
reruse exhibits variations which tend to
limit or con£use comparative analysis. NeverHELDERBERG LIMESTONE FLINT - one or the
theless, it is likely that with rive New York
best outcrops is in the vicinity or catskill, State flints probably identiried, most of the
New York, where it appears in small nodules
remaining Connecticut valley flint also came
and localized lenses. It may be distinguish- from the same source areas or rrom other New
ed by its dense dull shiny black color that
York rlint deposits. So rar as red jasper is
sometimes runs ~rom blue-black to gray-blue.
concerned, such rlaked evidence as exists in
~2
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the valley, which is admittedly scarce,
Hadley is an interesting example felsite imcould be imported material either from eastportation. Here there was ploughed up what
ern Massachusetts scituate deposits or from
appears to be a cache of gray porphyritic
coxsackie flint mines, for hore Deepkill
projectile blades. They are preserved by the
flint occasionally is red. Flakes of yellow
Lamb family of that town in their artifact
jasper, chalcedony and agate have not appearcollection. The cache consists of approxied, suggesting that finished projectile poi~ mately rorty-£ive blades all about the same
of these stones, probably in the main, came
shape and size with incipient bases. The
from outside regions.
material is identifiable as felsite from
either the Marblehead quarry or other felsite
What seems like a notable example of
exposures in that vicinity. It is conspicu~
flint importation is to be found in a fracin South Hadley by its appearance in an area
tured drill, (Fig.12, No.2). This specimen
that is devoid of all traces of felsite outcame from site M-18-146 at Mount Tom on the
crops.
west bank of the Connecticut River. It is
made of what appears to be a coarse grained
At Plymouth has appeared a few flint
incipient flint with poor conchoidal fracture flakes and nodule pebbles on camp sites to
and has a drab medium gray color. It has no
indicate that a limited flint source in this
lustre and would seem to fall within the
region probably came from the local glacial
classification of silicified limestone with
deposit. Here there is evidence of a great
relatively strong tensile strength. The
variety of rare stones in flake and nodule
drill base has been fractured and the cause
form, but in relatively smali amounts such as
quite obviously was the inclusion in the
whitish chalky appearing stone with pink
stone of a rossil shell 5/16 11 in length whose streakings without patina, deep orange agate
matrix now appears in the fractured seam.
or chalcedony, brownish-yellow and black
Another small fossil matrix only 1/16 11 in
flint, but apparently little or no greenish,
length appears near the end of the bit. Bmh bluish or brownish-gray flint such as is
matrixes appear to have been made by the ~
known to exist in the Mohawk and Hudson
kind of shell. The stone shows light rustyValleys~
If the variegated material in
brown weathering over most surfaces and in
Plymouth is from glacial drift, it obviously
shell matrixes. This description seems to
was infrequently used for artifacts of it refit closely that given by Wray in his identi- present a bare fraction of 1% in collections
rication of New York Glenerie flint. The
from the area. In fact, even when considerquestion of whether this drill is of local
ing all flint materials including frequent
or foreign manufacture ~s of less relative
appearance of Scituate red jasper, flint reimportance than the question of source for
presents not over 1% in Plymouth artifact
its flint content. While in many cases, co~ assemblages.
parative s.tone analysis is subject to some
speculation due to great variation in most
PROBABLE FOREIGN PROJECTILE FORMS
stone deposits. in this instance, there can
be little doubt that the flint with its
Acknowledgement is gratefully made to
fossil content is from the Glenerie sil1cithe following Massachusetts collectors, all
field limestone deposit of the Helderberg
members of the Massachusetts Archaeological
escarpment. A large stemmed knife and numer- Society, for their assistance in permitting
ous flakes of what appears to be the same
the illustration of specimens from their colsilicified limestone from this site suggests
lections to be included as evidence in this
that Glenerie flint had been imported in the
report: George H. Barton, Richard H. Bent,
rough to be made into various artifacts at
C. C. Ferguson, Mrs. Elizabeth B. Flanders
the Connecticut valley site.
William S. Pierce, Walter s. Rodiman. charies
F. Sherman, and William W. Whiting. DUe to
At another Valley site in Hadley appears duplication in the case of some of these
a preponderance of flint flakes. One gathers specimens and the lack or space, it has been
the impression that here was a large flint
impractical to illustrate all factual evidenre
work shop that may have furnished finished
as furnished. Nevertheless, it has all been
artifacts to the surrounding region. Certain helpful in the development of conclusions
it is that the artifact collection in the
that are advanced in this paper. For each
Hadley Library has many flint projectile
illustrated specimen a description of the
pOints, collected from the fields in this
stone from which it is made will be given
area. In fact flint holds a conspicuous
together with other pertinent information.
place in this assemblage.
All specimens shown in Figure 13 appear to
have affinities for some of William A. Ritc~'s
Another example of flint importation is
New York State cultures, except exhibit no. 2.
to be found at the Ragged Mountain site in
which may have a Mohawk-Iroquoian provenience.
connecticut. Here there appeared chips and
several artifacts with an apple green-gray
Fig. 13, no. 1, Isosceles triangular, concolor and a well developed conchoidal surface. cave base; of dull brownish-gray clouded
This Hagged Mountain flint closely resembles
flint, fine grained with slight weathering
Deepkill flint from coxsackie and its preonly; resemb~es coxsackie Deepkill flint;
sence here in the form of flakes clearly infrom site M-18-54, North Hadley, connecticut
dicates importation of flint cores to this
valley; has probable affinity to Canandaigua
mountainous site for manufacture into impleFocus, Owasco Aspect; collection of the
author.
ments.
On a Granby Road camp site in south

Fig • .13, no. 2, Isosceles triangular,
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small size straight-based; of medium brownflint; rrom a Woroester oamp site; olosely
ish-gray fIne grained lustrous flint; proidentified with Point Peninsula FOous, Vine
bably is Onondaga flint; rrom site M-29-l,
Valley Aspeot, Sea Breeze Site; oolleotion of
Agawam, Conneotiout Valley; has appearanoe
C. C. Ferguson.
of Mohawk-Iroquoian origin; oolleotion of the
author.
Fig. 13, no. 11, Semilozenge-shaped;
black flint with dull lustre and well formed
Fig.l3. no. 3, Elongated eared broadoonchoida1 rracture; probable source is
based; of light brownish-gray fine grained
Onondaga flint, Buffalo deposits; rrom a
flint with lustre; possible source is Ononda- Plymouth oamp site; reminisoent of Point
ga flint; from site M-41-9, Plymouth; possi~ Peninsula Foous, Frontenac Island site; colaffinity to Point Peninsula FOous, Vine
lection of William S. Pierce.
Valley Aspeot; oolleotion of William W.
Whiting.
Fig.13, no. 12, Elongated side-notched,
broad-based; yellow jasper with dull lustre
Fig. 13, no. 4, Narrow triangular, oonand good conohoidal fracture; possibly Ononoave base; of purplish-red jasper; without
daga flint, western deposits; from a Hatfield
indigenous indioations, it has a probable
oamp site, Connecticut Valley; closely identisouroe in either Normanskill shale flint,
fied with Brewerton FOCUS, Laurentian Aspect,
Coxsaokie, or Pennsylvania jaspers; from a
Oberlander Site; collection of Walter S.
Plymouth oamp site; olose oounterpart may be
Rodiman.
found in New York FOous, Hopewellian Phase,
squawkie Hill site; oolleotion of William s.
Fig. 13, no. 13, Elongated eared broadPieroe.
based; white flint, thin blade with rust
stained patina. and medium oonchoidal fracture;
Fig.13, no. 5, Wide side-notohed,
resembles Lookport dolomite flint more than
straight-based with metioulous flaking; of
any other New York State flint; excavated
fine grained whitish flint with a pink streak, from yellow subsoil about 8 inches rrom surwell formed oonchoidal rracture and slight
face of ground on a Plymouth site; culture
lustre; well defined source indicated as
affinity is not well defined, but to some extent resembles Brewerton FOCUS, Laurentian
Knauderaok white flint, (Little Falls doloAspect; collection of Richard H. Bent.
mite); rrom site M-29-l Agawam connecticut
valley; probable affinity tb poInt Peninsula
Focus, Vine Valley Aspect, Sea Breeze Site;
Fig. 14, no. 1, Sharp barbed corner removed form; orange and blaok banded agate,
oollection of the author.
transluoent with high lustre; reminiscent of
some projeotile point forms from the West
Fig.13, no. 6, Corner notched, convex
base with meticulous flaking; of fine grained where similar agate occurs; rrom a Hatfield
whitish flint with a pink streak, well formcamp site, Connectiout Valley; oollection of
Walter S. Rodiman.
ed conchoidal fracture and slight lustre;
well defined source indicated1 as Knauderack
Fig.l4, no. 2, Wide and long parallel
white flint, (Little Falls do~omite); rrom
shank, square based; rare garnet-gray ourdled
site M-29-l, Agawam, Connecticut valley;
probable arfinity to Point Peninsula FOCUS,
fibrous flint, apparently not indigenous!
dull but with a well developed conchoida
Vine valley Aspeot, Sea Breeze Site; 001rracture; rrom a wayland habitation site,
lection of the author.
Concord River Valley, excavated deep in
yellow subsoil, not associated with other
Fig.13', no. 7, small side-notched,
broad-based; dark gray flint with high lustre; site goods; yUma-like, exhibits some Scottsclosely resembles Onondaga flint; rrom site
bluff yUma traits, possibly later short form
shOwing modified development; collection of
M-29-1, Agawam, connecticut valley; olose
C. C. Ferguson.
affinity to Brewerton FOCUS, Laurentian Aspeot; collection of the author.
Fig.l4, no. 3, Side-notched, bifurcated,
Fig.13, no. 8, Elongated side-notched,
square-based; black obsidian, tendency to
square-based; light bluish-gray flint with
translucency with high vitreous lustre;
some lustre and no weathering; probably
typical Monk's Mound point, Cahokia c~ture,
Onondaga flint; from a Plymouth camp site;
southern Illinois - also resembles type IV
closely identified with point Peninsula
projectile points of northeast Missouri;
FOCUS, Vine Valley Aspect; collection of
nearest source of Obsidian is wyoming with
Richard H. Bent.
large exposures further west in Oregon where
both black and brown obsidian occurs; rrom
Fig.13, no. 9, corner notched, convexsite M-29-l, Agawam, Conneoticut Valley;
edged, straight-based; thin blade of fine
collection of the author.
grained light gray flint with some lustre;
probable source suggested is Onondaga flint;
Fig.14, no. 4, Wide side-notched, concave base with flaring tangs; dull light yelfrom Dighton, Taunton River Valley; affinity
to point Peninsula FOCUS, Vine Valley Aspect, low flint fine grained with a well formed
~onchoidai surface; classic form of type III
Xipp Island Site, suggested; COllection of
prOjectile pOints of northeast Missouri; from
George H. Barton.
site M-29-l, Agawam, Connecticut Valley;
collection of the author.
Fig.13, no. 10, corner-notched, convex
base and sides; light bluish-gray flint with
lustre and no weathering; probably Onondaga
Fig.14, no. 5, Corner removed, long
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rounded shank; light bluish-gray flint with
However, after all available evidence is
thin brownish patina and a dull lustre; reanalyzed, methods of flint procurement are
minis cent of Ohio Adena Mound-building culstill uncertain. That New York State flint
ture; from an Attleboro camp site; Richardson was imported seems now to be a strong procollection, Attleboro Museum.
bability. But to say that it was traded for
certain Massachusetts stones such as basalt
Fig. 14, no. 6, Ground slate, basal flute and steatite cannot at present be substantiated. The author has searched New York
on two sides; light gray slate; suggestive
of spears of Maine Cemetery Complex, although collections in the vicinity of Schenectady
not identical with any known example, (Moore- in vain for a trace of Connecticut valley
head's Red Paint. Willoughby's Pre-Algonquin- trap and steatite. Such New York basalt as
appears in the form of axe and gouge blades
Maine manifestation - cultures); excavated
on a Plymouth site four feet deep in a 6 inch is of a finer texture and without the common
rusty brown weathering so characteristic of
black stratum with sandy gravel above and
western Massachusetts outcrops. Evidently,
below; collection of William W. Whiting.
New York basalt came from another source.
The same is true in the case of steatite.
Fig. ~ no. 1, convex sided, corner removed base; cream streaked light gray flint,
Schenectady specimens do not seem to have
with dull lustre and a well formed conchoiwu
surface traits of known Massachusetts steatite
deposits, and may be assumed to have had a
fracture; resembles some burfalo points from
prairie cultures; from a Taunton valley camp
different provenience. Recently, reports
site; collection of George H. Barton.
have arrived of the possible existence of
steatite deposits in the hills to the east of
the HUdson River, below Albany, and if found
CONCLUSION
to be correct may provide a possible steatite
An attempt has been made in this paper
source for the New York area.
to present factual evidence that will tend
to prove the existence in Massachusetts of
Therefore, in the procurement of flint
stone materials, mainly flint, with implied
by Massachusetts natives, especially in westforeign provenience. The appearance of work- ern districts, other methods must be found,
ed flint, presumed not to be indigenous, in
probably, other than merely that of stone
quantities of less than 1% in coastal areas
barter. It seems to the author more than
and increasing to about 10% ,in the connectilikely that procurement was in the hands of
cut valley is suggestive of more frequent
small groups who went out from river camps
contacts with foreign flint sources in the
by canoe to the flint quarries of the Hudson
latter district. Since Emerson's Geology of
and Mohawk Valleys. Whether they bartered
the Connecticut Valley reveals no flint defor the flint or had free access to it will
posits, except isolated outcrops of agate and perhaps never be known. Whichever was the
chalcedony with no signs of aboriginal workcase, it becomes increasingly apparent that
ing, it may be assumed with some degree of
flint from New York deposits came into Massacertainty that flint was procured by the
chusetts regions, presumably as importations,
river natives from nearest available deposits and was used in varying amounts depending
occurring outside the valley.
upon accessability to the source.
Mohawk and Hudson Valley flints lay
only about a hundred miles to the west. However, as all available land routes ran througp
thick forests and over extensive mountains,
it is quite likely that contact was made by
water with procurement of flint by canoe the
most feasible method. The trip by water
would have consumed but a day or two and the
principal flint deposits at Coxsackie and
catskill were readily accessible from the
Hudson River.

Evidence has also been presented in this
paper in the form of projectile points, probably of foreign stone and manuracture that
suggests culture contacts over many centuries
by the natives of Massachusetts with those of
relatively distant regions. Such contacts,
which for the most part were probably not
more than individual affairs without migratory implications, may have served among
other things to introduce certain new ideas
or inventions such as agriculture and ceramics.
Nevertheless, there seem to be enough foreign
With evidence of flint procurement from
manifestations present both in the form of
Coxsackie occurring in the steatite industrial projectile points as well as in that of
epoch, as evidenced by Deepkill flint at the"
ceramic potsherds ("Ceramic Design Elements
Ragged Mountain site in Connecticut, knowle~ of Massachusetts," Bulletin of the Massachuof the availability of rlint from western
setts Archaeological Society, Vol. 8, no. 1,
regions evidently existed at a comparatively
pp. 1-5), to suggest occasional temporary
early date. Later on, it is quite likely
settlements of New York State natives in the
that rlint importations also came into the
connecticut valley and possibly in some adupper Connecticut Valley by overland routes,
joining regions.
notably the Mohawk trail by way of the Hoosick valley. Greater accumulations of flint
appearing on sites from Hadley to Deerfield
seem to suggest this postulation. Contributing evidence is to be found in the rlaked
spall from Whately, (Fig.12, no. 1), as it is
Attleboro, Massachusetts
probable that this may be Whitehall dolomite
flint from the Lake Champlain region.
June, 1949
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probable New York state Provenience.

Fig. 14 - Rare Massachusetts Points o£ proable provenience other than New York state.
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THE JOHNson's SPRING SITE
Ripley~.

Bullen

setta, owner OT the site, for pepmission to
do this work.

The Johnson's spring site is located
in the northwest part OT Peabody, Massachusetts, a short distance Trom the Middleton
town line. This site surrounds a Tree Tlowing spring situated Tairly high up in the
hills bounding the southern side OT the
Ipswich River valley. water Trom this spring
Tlows about a third OT a mile and drops at
least 90 ~eet beTore it reaches the river.
Such a location would appear to be rather
isolated Tor an Indian village. However, it
was occupied by diTTerent groups OT Indians
or by the same group, possibly intermittently, Tor a surTiciently long period OT time
Tor their industrial arts to have become
profoundly modiTied.

The excavated area of the site was nearly level, not varying more than eight inches
in elevation between any two points. It was
covered with small trees, mostly scrub oak.
soil consisted of sandy loam which became
lighter in color and more sandy with depth.
In this soil profile certain zones were delineated and arbitrarily designated as dark
loam, yellow-brown loam, yellow-brown sand,
and light colored sand. The latter was encountered in a Tew places at depths of 17 to
30 inches. In two places, squares 6-p and
3-0, tops of large granite boulders were uncovered. The top of one was l2i inches and
that OT the other 23 inches below the surface.

A sketch map of the Johnson's spring
site is IX' esented in Figure 15. The spring
has been cleaned out, walled with cement,
and protected by wire. The top OT the
southern side OT the wall OT the spring was
used as a datum Tor the site and Tor the
construction OT contours south OT the spring.
Unfortunately, contours to the north were
not recorded. However, the plowed Tields
slope downward towards the north. Land between the house and the Toot OT the eastern
plowed Tield is level. TO the north OT the
house rather steep slopes are Tound. A
short distance to the east, possibly two
hundred Teet, is a good sized level Tield .
which should have been ideal Tor agriculture.

Dark loam was dark brown, sometimes
black-brown, in color. It was Trom 3i to 6
inches thick including the sod, which was
about 1* inches in thickness. The remainder
of this zone, 2-4* inches thick, contained
cultural material which in part difTered
from that Tound in the yellow-bro~ loam below.
Yellow-brown loam, varying Trom 4 to 8
inches in thickness, diTTered Trom dark loam
in color and contents. It was dark yellowbrown or brown-yell ow-brown in color and contained innumerable granitic rocks. These
rocks were randomly located except where
Indians had used them as building material.
Also present in yellow-brown loam, near its
top, were small bits OT calcined bone, presumedly those OT deer. Both rocks and bone
were absent in dark loam above. Yellow-brown
loam contained pottery and projectile points
which difTered from those found above.

Johnson's Spring ofTered Indians a constant source of good drinking water and
reasonably level ground Tor CUltivation or
habitation. nearby they could Tind animals,
birds, and fish. While slightly off their
main line OT communication, the river, they
were not completely isolated Trom cultural
influences. Perhaps they considered semiisolation a good att~ibute OT the site.

Yellow-brown sand was lighter in color,
more sandy, and contained fewer rocks than
yellow-brown loam. While a few chips and
projectile points were Tound in yellow-brown
sand, it was essentially unproductive. This
zone was not completely excavated over the
entire area so that it is impossible to give
its range of thickness. Where measured it
averaged 12 inches thick.

Evidences of Indian occupation were
found in TOur places: the two plowed fields
beside the brook and the two undisturbed
higher areas consisting of the small spur o~
land to the southwest and the higher fairly
level area about a hundred feet south OT the
spring. As this paper is limited to excavations in the latter place, it may be well
to mention here that many Indian artifacts,
including ceremonials, have been Tound in
the plowed Tields. c. c. Willoughby is said
to have spent a day at the site but no record is available OT his trip.

peatures
Features found at the Johnson's Spring
site include post holes, pits, stone pavements,
a hearth, a cache, and burials. To locate
these Teatures reTerences will be made to the
excavation grid drawn on the sketch map of the
site (Fig. 15). Stakes were numbered Trom
east to west and lettered from north to south.
Numbers and letters of some stakes have been
indicated and it is believed those OT the

Excavations south OT the sprin~ were
conducted during May and June OT 1948, by
members and Triends of the Northeastern
chapter of the Massachusetts Archaeological
Society. The chapter is indebted to Mr.
Eric L. Johnson of south Peabody, Massachu37
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others can be readily determined. squares
These rocks had been well fitted together as
were designated by their northwest corner
if to support some object.
stakes.
A layer of rocks was found in yellowbrown loam between Stakes 4-0 and 5-0. It
Post holes were hard to define. Five
was not investigated as it lead under a tree.
probable post holes formed a north-south
line in square 9-N but no continuation of
In the upper part of the yellow-brown
the line could be found in adjacent squares.
loam of Square 7-R was a nicely arranged cirThese presumed post holes were 2-3 inches
cle of rocks, 24 inches in diameter. Smaller
in diameter and extended 3 inches vertically
rocks, 3-7 inches in greatest dimension, surexcept for one which was 10 inches long.
Their tops were noted as a depth of 9 inches
rounded a larger rOCk! 8 by 12 inches across.
The top of the centra rock was lower than
in yellow-brown sand but they may have originated higher as their color was the same as the tops of those surrounding it. This feature was very suggestive of a small hearth
that of yellow-brown loam.
but there was no charcoal present.
Another such posthole was recorded for
In Square 2-P granite cobblestones formSquare 10-P. It measured 3 inches in diaed a circular platform, 16 inches in diameter.
meter and the same distance vertically. Its
As usual this was situated in yellow-brown
top was noted at a depth of 5 inches. Four
loam.
brown deposits in Square 4-0, found at the
junction of yellow-brown loam and yellowA slightly different arrangement was
brown sand, may have represented post holes.
found in square 4-x. Here granitic, sedimenVlhile 2-3 inches in diameter and forming an
tary, and felsitic rocks formed a rectangular
approximately straight line running north
and south, they did not penetrate any subplatform, 17 by 20 inches, in yellow-brown
stantial distance into yellow-brown sand.
loam.
It may well be that the type of shelter
built by Indians in northeastern Massachusetts did not require large or deeply set
posts.
Pits were located in squares 2-0

7- P 7-Q, and 8-0. They varied from

1

6-N,

6 inch-

es n diameter to 13 by 18 inches across
and from 4 to 24 inches in vertical dimension. One, filled with black dirt and charcoal, lead downward from the dark loam.
TOps of others were all found in yellow-brown
loam between depths of 11 and 14i inches.
One contained five rocks and charcoal, the
others brown dirt and bits of charcoa~.

The function of these stone pavements or
platforms is one of the problems of New England archaeology. Some of them are crudely
made and may be fortuitous. Others are definitely assembled by human beings. It has
been suggested that the pavement in square
4-x was buil~ by Indian children while playing. If so, were they playing house, which
would imply that larger ones might be house
floors? I have suggested elsewhere that the
larger ones at the Foster's Cove site might
be house floors (See "The Foster's Cove Site!'
Vol. VII, No.2, this series).

Mr. Howard Torrey of Reading has suggested that smaller ones might be platforms
Several tests were made to the southfor some object, such as a wooden mortar,
west of Stake l2Y in an attempt to locate
which Indians wished to keep off the damp
additional burials. These tests located pits ground. Mr. Douglas S. Byers of the Robert
and various disturbed areas. Some of the
S. Peabody Foundation for Archaeology has
latter appeared to represent trees uprooted
suggested that some may be the remains of
by wind. Three pits, one each in Squares
sweat houses (See "A Possible Explanation of
12-Z, 19-Z, and 18-AA, varied from 2 to 3
Fire-beds or Hearths," Vol. V, No.4, this
feet across and 1'rom 7 to 14 inches vertically. series).
All contained brown dirt and a little charcoal but were otherwise sterile. These may
A stone hearth was found in square 3-N.
have been storage pits located a short disIt was completely paved, shaped like a saucer
tance away from the main habitation.
with raised edges, 30 inches in diameter, and
filled with charcoal. While situated at the
The largest stone pavement, located bejunction between dark loam and yellow-brown
tween Stakes 7-P and 9-P, was only partially
loam, tops of peripheral rocks were only 2i
excavated due to a large tree. This paveinches below the surface. This hearth must
ment extended 6 feet east and west and at
be considered as having been built by the
least 30 inches north and south. It was
last, or nearly the last, Indian inhabitants
buil~ of granitic rocks piled on top of each
of the site.
other to a thickness of 6 inches. The top
of this structure was encountered in yellowA cache of raw material for the making
brown loam at a depth of 8 inches. One
of stone implements was located in Scp are 2-0.
sherd of coarse mineral-tempered pottery and
It consisted of nine rough, unretouched
some charcoal were associated with these
pieces of slightl~ patinated felsite, each
rocks.
about 4 by 2 by It inches in size. This raw
material was l?acked into a space 7 by 6 inches
In the center of square 6-N was a conin area and 31 inches vertically. The top of
centration of rocks, in the yellow-brown
this cache was in yellow-brown loam, 2 inches
loam, which covered an area 32 by 30 inches.
below the base of dark loam. There was no
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Figure 17
disturbance or evidence or a pit above the
cache.
Burials
Three burials were uncovered at the
Johnson's Spring site: two double burials
and one represented by only six bones. The
horizontal arrangement of these burials is
given in Figure 16, and the vertical situation or Burials I and 2 is illustrated in
Figure 17. This prof-ile shows, between
Stakes 9-W and 10-W, part of the south end
of the pit containing Burial 1 and, to the
west, two of the bones in the pit of Burial
2. The line representing the surface indicates the top of the sod. Thickness of sod
has not been indicated.
Presence of these burials was suggested
by slight depressions in the surface of the
ground. Such a depression will be noticed
on the profile over Burial 2. The profile
also indicates the zone from which these
burial pits were dug.
All burial pits had very clearly been
dug through the dark loam, or at least
through the lower part of it. Dirt thrown
out at the time of inhumation was found on
top of dark loam and extending upward into
the sod as shown on the profile under Stake
9-W. The thin zone of dark loam shown under
this thrown-out dirt may represent sod present at the time of burial. This situation
as regards thrown-out dirt and dark loam for
Burial .1 was duplicated at Burial,. The
pit for Burial 2 was also clearly dug from an
elevation approximating that of the present
surrace. It seems evident that all three
burials occurred at approximately the same
time and that these events happened during
the last occupation of the site.
Dr. Frank Speck of the University of
Pennsylvania, when he visited the site, asked

if we had found any evidence of the four day
rire that was supposed to be part of the funeral service. Evidence permitting of that
interpretation was found with all three bur~.
In the case of Burial 2, it consisted of
a black zone in the top of the burial pit as
sho\m on the profile between stakes 10 and
ll-W. For Burial 1 there was a black deposit
which nearly filled the southwest corner of
Square 10-V. This deposit was a few inches
below the surface and considerably thinner
than that of Burial 2. At Burial, the black
deposit was located several feet to the southeast of the burial pit. Here charcoal and a
rew broken rocks were found between depths of
9 and 12 inches in a pit separate rrom that
which contained the skeletons. However, disturbed dirt connected the tops or these pits
suggesting them to be contemporaneous.
The two skeletons or Burial 1 were found
at the bottom of the burial pit arranged as
shown in Figure 16. The base or this pit was
19 inches below the present surface. The
skeleton, whose bones have been stippled, was
that of a female and the other that of a male.
Both represented middle-aged individuals to
judge from tooth wear, loss or some molar
teeth during life, and presence of some suture
closure. More bones were round of Burial 1
than have been indicated. These were chiefly
located in the southern part of the burial
pit among and below the leg bones.
At first glance it would appear that the
two people of Burial 1 had been buried at the
same time, completely articulated, on cheir
Sides, facing each other, and with their heads
to the northwest. If this was the case, then
there has been a considerable post-burial
movement of the leg bones of the male skeleton;
movement which separated them rrom their normal position in respect to the upper part or
the body but did not disarticulate the bones
of either leg. There is a possibility, there-
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fore, that the male was partially dismembered at burial or that the female was buried
later and the leg bones of the male pushed
to one side.
There is no problem of this nature regarding Burial 3. All bones which had not
decayed were in their normal relationships
as illustrated. The skeleton with right hand
on top of the back part of the skull is believed to be that of a female. Judging from
the loss of the lower first molar in life and
from a fair amount of suture closure, she was
middle-aged at death. condition of the bones
of the other skeleton of this burial was so
bad that any guess, other than that the bones
were those of an adult, would be hazardous.
Bones of the skeletons of Burial

3 were

in a thin black zone at the base of the

burial pit. Bottom of this pit, below the
bones, was 23 inches below the present surface.
Burial 2 was fragmentary. Only the
shafts of four long bones, part of a skull
cap, and a small fragment of another bone
were found. No teeth were present. Four of
these bones were in the lower black deposit
of the pit. Bits of calcined bone were also
found in this black deposit and in the surrounding dark brown dirt. However, this was
not S/cremation as the human bones were not
burnt nor charred. possibly these bones were
those of an individual whose remains had been
brought to the site from some other place for
reburial.
Bones of all burials were in extremely
poor condition. Parts of some bones were
entirely gone and others could be seen only
as a streak of powder. Presumedly this was
the result of eating away of the bones by
ground acids. Tests of soil samples, kindly
made by Mr. Robert B. spangenburg of tae
University of Florida, indicated a pH value
of 6.0 for the dark loam and 6.2 for the
yellow-brown loam. samples from burial pits
were not tested but it is evident from these
pH values that the soil was very acid and that
good preservation of skeletal material could
not be expected at this site.

Figure 18
at least finished, by the paddle and anvil
method.
Vessels had a globular body, constricted
neck, and noded collar with basal notches.
The lip of the collar was rounded and slightly bent outward so that the upper part of the
outside of the collar was slightly concave.
Bosses at the base of the collar appear to
have been made by cutting away material with
a thin tool. Slight depressions on the inside show where fingers had been pressed during this operation. Incisions on the side of
the collar were made by means of a blunt tool
and seem to have been carefully and confidently applied (Fig. 18, upper).

While 341 sherds of this type were found
it is doubtful if they represented more than
one vessel. Due to their small size and
fairly wide distribution, it is believed this
vessel broke during occupation of the site and
was not left by an overnight camping party.
These sherds, while concentrating in the
northwestern part of the excavated area, were
found as far to the east and south as Squares
pottery
4-p and 9-R. All of these sherds were uncovered in the narrow zone of dark loam.
While present from the base of this zone upSherds from the Johnson's Spring site
while numerous were very small. Nevertheless, wards, their concentration was in the upper
part, many actually being in the lower part
four pottery groups or types could be distinguished on the basis of paste and decora.of the sod.
tion.
Shell-tempered pottery was represented
The most recent type had a noded collar
by sherds containing small slits and holes
(Fig. 18, upper). Sherds were gray to grayfrom which something, presumedly shell, had
brown in color and tempered with a fairly
leached. These sherds were light tan in
large amount of medium fine aplastic. This
color, medium thick (6 mm.), and predominanttemper appeared to be sand as particles were
ly undecorated. Four bore imprints of a
rounded. Body sherds were extremely thin,
cord-wound stick. Rim sherds exhibited flat,
Wide, undecorated lips. Sher~s of this type
only 3 mm., while those of the collar were
thicker, 6 mm. Outer surfaces of body sherds were concentrated at the junction of dark
were well smoothed but originally they bore
loam and yellow-brown loam. Of 211 such sherds,
cord or textile imprints. For this reason
44 were in the lower pl rt of dark loam and
and because "coil-fractures" were not found,
the balance at this junction or in the upper
it is believed these vessels were shaped, or
two inches of yellow-brown loam. When in the
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dark loam they were associated with sherds
The last group of sherds to be mentioned
of the vessel having a noded collar. However, were like those called Vinette Type 1 in New
their vertical distribution was deeper and
york State. This type of pottery is believed
they are, therefore, considered to be older.
to be the earliest in both that area and eastTheir horizontal distribution was the same
ern Mass~chusetts. The diagnostic feature of
as that given for sherds of the collared
this pottery is t hat i t is covered with cordvessel.
malleations on both the inner and outer surfaces. Vinette Type 1 sherds at the Johnson's
Spring site were reddish-tan in color, heavily
No temper could be discovered in an
tempered with crushed granite, and contained
additional group of 24 sherds. These sherds
many inclusions of mica. Walls were thick,
had cord-malleated exteriors. They were
1 cm., and rims simple and rounded. Only a
found at the junction of dark loam and yelsmall amount of this pottery was found, all
low-brown loam.
within ten feet of square 9-P. Of 62 sherds,
A third group of pottery was tempered
9 could be definitely identified as Vinette
Type 1. Inner surfaces of the balance were
with coarsely crushed rock, usually granite.
Sherds were tan in color, frequently had a
missing. Vinette Type 1 sherds were not parreddish cast, and were fairly thick, 6-10 mm. ticularly deep. When found in a square, they
were the deepest pottery present. One was
Of 155 sherds in this group, 41 were underecorded for yellow-brown sand.
corated, 51 had cord-malleated exteriors,
56 bore imprints of rocker-like tools, 3 were
To recapitulate, the lowest pottery
incised, and 4 decorated with dentate marks.
found at the Johnson's Spring site was Vinette
This pottery is similar to that of the Point
Type 1. Starting at the same depth and conPeninsular of New York State with which I
tinuing upward for a short distance was coarse
believe it may be equated (See Ritchie:
mineral-tempered sherds with plain, cordThe Pre-Iroquoian Occupations of New york
malleated, rocker, and dentate decorated surstate, pp. 365-366 I'or an analysIs of poInt
faces similar to Point Peninsular pottery of
PenInsular ceramics).
New York state. This pottery frequently had
notched lips. Partly associated with these
various rocker-like tools were used.
sherds and partly associated with the next
The imprints of one consisted of fine lines,
i mm. wide, forming arcs, 7 mm. long. These higher zone were shell-tempered sherds, predOminantly undecorated and having flat lips.
marks formed a design which unfortunately
cannot be reconstructed. Rim sherds with this The highest and consequently the last pottery
decoration on their sides had flat undecorated was thin, mineral tempered, and had an incise~
noded collar.
lips. In another case a tooth or dentated
rocker, 1 cm. long, was used. Rim sherds of
Projectile Points
a vessel of this type are illustrated (Fig.
Shapes of prOjectile points are illus18, lower). Rows of rocker imprints were
trated in Figure 19. Their vertical distrimade parallel and more or less perpendicular
but ion is given in the fo·l lowing tabula tions,
to the rim, leaving broad undecorated panels. first by zones in the ground and then by
Scoring or smoothing marks were not always
inches below the surface.
removed before applying the rocker-like tool.
vessels had slightly restricted necks and
Seven of the large triangular points and
slightly everted mouths. Lips were flat but
one of the large side-notched points were made
notched at both outer and inner edges. A
of material locally called ItSaugus red jasper~1
close parallel between the illustrated vessel This material, probably a red felsite or rhyoand similar ones of the Point Peninsular of
lite, 1s very distinctive and comes from an
New york lies in the fact that in both cases
outcrop in Saugus about 7 miles south of the
rocker imprints are to be found on the inner
site. Two of the wide-bladed side-notched
surfaces.
points were made of quartzite. All other
-points were of felsite, probably from the Lynn
This third type of pottery was found in
volcanics about 10 miles to the east and south.
the yellow-brown loam over most of the exThese materials muBt have been brought to the
cavated area. only a half dozen sherds were
site as the only rocks naturally present are
found in dark loam. Otherwise sherds of this granitic.
third group had a greater mean depth than
that of shell-tempered pottery.
YellowYellowDark
brown
Juncbrown
Type
Fig. 19
Loam
tion
Loam
Sand
Totals
Large triangular
A-D
11
2*
4
Small triangular
E
2
Side-notched, small
F-G
1
5
Side-notched, large
H
Side-notched, wide blade
I
1
Eared elongate
J
1
Eared trianguloid
K
2
Pointed base
L
1
1
corner-removed, spear
M-N
1
2
Totals
;I2'
2;;

4

*One in dark brown dirt leading down from dark loam.

Type
Large triangular
Small. tr iangular
Side-notched, small
Side-notched, large
Side-notched, wide blade
Eared elongate
Eared trianguloid
pointed base
corner-removed, spear
Totals

THE JOHNSON'S SPRING srrE
Depths below surface - inches
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
Fig. 19
1

A-D
E
F-G
H

2
1
2
1

K

1

2

6
7
5

2

4 1

1
1

0

1

3 9

9

9

Totals
16*
2

2

1

1

1

1

1

2

1

1

L
M-N
0

12

3 8 3 1
1

I
J

43

7

2

1

1
2
2

1

...2.
44

*Depths in inches not available for one triangular point.
Examination of the first tabulation will indicate that sixteen of the seventeen large
triangular points were found in dark loam
or at the junction between dark loam and the
underlying yellow-brown loam. In considering the second tabulation it may be well to
bear in mind that the base of dark loam was
usually about 5i inche~ below the surface.
The second tabulation indicates that large
triangular points were relatively deep in
the dark loam. They were not, therefore,
completely associated with sherds of the
vessel having a noded collar. While sorne
association between these points and sherds
of this vessel may be assumed, large triangular points at the Johnson's Spring site
were more closely associated with the she1ltem~red pottery which concentrated at the
junction between dark loam and yellow-brown
loam.

Three flake scrapers, flakes of which
one edge had been delicately retouched for
use as a scraper, came from the junction of
dark loam and yellow-brown loam. Three
other utilized flakes were also found.
Six small and four large asymmetric trianguloid knives were uncovered in yellowbrown loam (Fig. 19, O-P). All were made of
felsite.
One small stemmd knife of felsite was
found in yellow-brown sand (Fig. 19, R). The
blunt end of this tool was rounded or smoothed, presumedly as a result of use.

Two percussion flaked tools, found in
yellow-brown loam, are worthy of comment.
Both were made of felsite. One appears to
be a crude knife or scraper (Fig. 19, U).
The other is similar to a small fist ax. The
Further examination of these tabulations top, basal edge, and sides are smoothed by
will reveal that sixteen out of eighteen side- rubbing (Fig. 19, V).
notched points were found in yellow-brown
loam and at greater depths than large trianFifty-two worked fragments or pieces of
gular points. Side-notched points were clear- broken tools and six crude knives or unfinly associated with the mineral-tempered Point ished specimens complete the inventory of
Peninsular-like pottery. Reasonably similar
chippe d tools.
pOints are the most common type of projectile
point at Point Peninsular sites in New york
Felsite chips from the Johnson's. Spring
State (See Ritchie: The Pre-Iroquoian Occusite did not add greatly to the stratigraphic
pations of New York ~tate, Plate 165).
picture presented by pottery and prOjectile
points. Felsite chips were, in general, only
pointed base points and corner-removed
slightly patinated; those from the yellowspear pOints had the deepest average provenbrown loam more so than those from the dark
ience. These corner-removed spear points
loam but the difference was hardly signifiand one of the pointed stem pOints were found cant. The only specimens that seemed to be
in yellow-brown sand and at depths greater
sufficiently patinated to warrant comment
than that at which pottery was found. They
were corner-removed spear points, pOints with
are suggestive of a preceramic horizon and
pointed bases, and the small stemmed knife.
have been found at other sites in northThese were the deepest stone artifacts. The
eastern Massachusetts below pottery produclack of differential ~tination in other stone
ing zones (See "The Foster's Cove Site" and
artifacts is not surprising as those mentioned
"An Indian Site in Andover, Massachusetts,"
are the only ones representing a pre-ceramic
Vol. VII, No.2, this series).
horizon and might, therefore, be old enough to
show much patination. This agrees with findOther Artifacts
ings in the Shawsheen River valley where points
dated as after the introduction of pottery do
In the dark loam, associated with large
not exhibit appreciable patination.
triangular pOints, were two drills made of
Saugus red jasper (Fig. 19, Q). Also in the
Chips of Saugus red jasper, of which
dark loam, or at its base, were ten snubthere were a great many, constantly occurred
nosed scrapers, three of saugus red jasper
at a definite stratigraphic position. They
and seven of felsite (Fig. 19, S-T). Two
were consistantly found at and slightly above
more, made of the latter material, came from
the junction between dark loam and yel10wthe upper part of yellow-brown loam.
brown loam as were tools made of the same
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Fi gure 19
material. At this site, therefore, use of
this material was later than Point Peninsular-like pottery and earlier than the vessel
with a noded collar.
Five fragments 'of soft graphite or plumbago were found in a narrow zone, Ii inches
thick, immediately below the junction between
dark loam and yellow-brown loam.
A fragment of the bowl of an Indian
pipe came from yellow-brown loam. It was
made of clay which apparently contained no
temper. The wall was 9 mm. thick. The inside surface was very smooth while that of
the outside was covered with narrow scraping marks.
Another fragment of smoking paraphernalia was a portion of the stem of white clay
pipe. It was found in dark loam, at a depth
of 5 inches, among sherds of the vessel having a noded collar. Admittedly white clay
pipe stems are difficult to date. However,
this one was not recent as it had a relatively large hole. The outside diameter was 8i
mm. and the diameter of the hole 3i mm.

If this specimen is properly associated
with sherdsof the vessel having a noded collar, and there is no reason to doubt the
ass<ocia tion, it would indicate that this site
was used by Indians in post contact times.
That this~ quite likely the case is suggested by the fact that vessels of this type have
been found in graves with historic goods
(See Hadlock, "Three contact Burials from
Eastern Massachusetts," Vol. X, No.3 this
series) •
Food Remains
We have very little evidence of subsistance at Johnson1s Spring. The only food
remains preserved are five fragments of common clam shells, Mya arinaria, and tiny bits
of calcined bone. The latter are usually
presumed to be those of deer. The large number of projectile points suggest that hunting
was an important part of the economy. It was
suggested earlier that the site was situated
1n a location favorable to farming. Excavation did not disclose any evidence, with the
possible exception of storage pits, which
might imply the presence of agriculture.
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collar. Associated with these sherds was
part of a white clay pipe stem. The latter
ap~ ars to be f rom a relatively early pipe
Work done at the Johnson's spring site
is adequate for the determination of sequenand may date the last occupation by Indians
tial stratigraphy but it should not be conas after 1620.
sidered that excavation of the site was in
Three burial pits were excavated. These
any sense complete. In spite of shallow
depths, three distinct but overlapping culpits had been dug from an elevation now retural zones have been delineated. This
presented by the upper part of the dark loam.
stratigraphy is important and confirms simiThey correlate, therefore, with the last oclar data from the Shawsheen River valley
cupation of the site and may be proto-hisabout nine miles to the northwest.
toric in date.
conclusiona

The oldest remains are suggestive of a
pre-ceramic period. They consist of pointed
base and corner-removed spear points found
in yellow-brown sand.
In the next higher zone, yellow-brown
loam, occurred various side-notched points
and asymmetric trianguloid knives associated
with mineral-tem~ red pottery which was cordmalleated, rocker, and dentate decorated.
or this pottery that which was cord-malleated
on both inner and outer surfaces, Vinette
Type 1, had the deepest provenience. Culture
traits of this zone are similar to those
called Point Peninsular in New York state.
Averaging shallower in depth and concentrated at the junction between yellowbrown loam and the overlying dark loam, were
shell-tempered sherds with wide, flat rims
and large triangular projectile points. This
pottery is similar to that from the upper
~ones of the Hofmann and Foster's Cove sites
in Andover except for the substitution, at
the latter sites, of vegetable tempering
material for crushed shell. At these sites,
as at Johnson's Spring, large triangular
pOints were associated with this pottery.

Unfortunately data from Johnson's Spring,
like that from most sites, does not permit
much reconstruction of aboriginal life. We
know that Indians lived, worked, and died
near the spring. They made pottery containers
for cooking and storage which they decorated
in various ways. They also dug storage and
burial pits. With the latter are the remains
of fires suggesting funeral ceremonies.
They constructed stone pavements and a stone
fireplace. They must have had some form of
shelter. Indians brought to the site stone
from which they fashioned projectile points
and other tools to assist them in the procurement and preparation of food. with some
of these tools they no doubt made objects
of wood and bone.
Additional excavation would be expected
to add substantially to our knowledge and
understanding of Indian life at Johnson's
Spring.

In the highest cultural zone were fragments of a vessel with thin walls and a noded
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THE STONES OF STONE AGE NEW ENGLAND
Leo D. Otis
The word stone, as it is usually applie~
designates any solid piece or section of the
earth's crust, thus including both rocks and
minerals. Minerals have a comparatively constant chemical composition and therefore
have much more definite physical properties
than do the rocks which are usually composed
of mixtures of two or more minerals in varying amounts.
The quantity and the varieties of stone
available to the New England Indians were
all that they could ask for but the quality
of these substances left, in many cases,
much to be desired. However, with his well
known ability to make the materials at hand
serve his purpose, at least temporarily, the
local Indian was probabl y never long without
usable supplies.
Heavy tools such as pestles, axes,

gouges, adzes, and celts were usually made
of rocks, suit~le varieties of which were
fairly common, but for points and blades the
best materials were hard compact minerals
with good conchoidal fractures and free from
cracks. such SUbstances were scarce in most
parts of New England.
The most common material used in the
Connecticut Valley for all of the heavy tools
was trap rock, a dense greenish gray to black
lava which naturally breaks up into slender
prisms and blades; but in other parts of New
England such artifacts were usually made of
one of the following rocks:
Schist - a metamorphic rock consisting of
thin crystalline folia (1) and named
1.

~

- thin l;qers.
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tion. Flint, we are told, is an intimate
for its most prominent mineral, as
mixture of amorphous quartz and opal which
mica schist or hornblende schist.
occurs in the form of nodules and concretions
of irregular shape in chalk or limestone.
Granite - a mottled igneous rock usually corrr
!t was formed on the ocean floor by the chemposed of feldspar, quartz, and
ical deposition of silica around certain cenmica.
ters and much of it was derived from the
silicious skeletal parts of sponges, radioGneiss - a metamorphic rock similar to graloria, and diatoms, some of which· can still
nite in composition but with its
be reccgnized in the mineral with the aid of
minerals separated into crude
a microscope. Chert, on the other hand,
bands.
though chemically identical to flint and also amorphous, was apparently formed by the
Syenite - another rock which resembles grasilicification of limestone plus in some
nite but contains little or no
quartz. Since this rock is softer
pl~ces a deposition of silica . from a colloiand easier to work, it was used
dal solution. Both flint and chert are of
granular structure.
much more than granite by the
Indians.
True flint, it seems, is by no means
conullon in this country ane. most of the soDiorite - a granitic rock containing such
dark minerals as hornblende,
calle d flint, including that at Flint Ridge
pyroxene, and black or brown mica.
in OhiO, is really chert. The only way then
to be absolutely sure whether a g iven artifact is made of flint or chert is to examine
Argillite - a dense variety of slate or indurated shale usually containing
a thin slice of the material with a microtiny flakes of mica.
scop e and thus by a study of its grains determine its ori g in.
Porphyry - which is any rock containing distinct crystals of light colored
Chalcedony is a cryptocrystalline (2)
feldspar imbedded in a darker
variety of amorphous quartz which includes:
such sub-varieties as agate and jasper. The
matrix.
term chalcedony itself is usual l y applied to
None of these rocks was- suitable for
the material of a translucent white or gray
color; a gate to chalcedony which shows patchipping into projectile points or other
small artifacts though apparently tho Indians terns or bands of color; and jasper to the
opaque variety.
were occasionally forced to do the best they
could with some of them. The most desirable
material for such purposes was quartz, a
If we are to abide by these definitions,
common mineral chemically know as silicon
it is doubtful that true flint was ever availdioxide or silica and occurring in many
able to the Indians of New England and therevarieties, the names of which have been and
fore most of the material which looks like
still are much confused. Charles C. Wi110ugh- flint and is of the same hardness (i.e. 7 on
by recogniz.e d this fact when he wrote in his
Moh's scale) should properly be labeled chert
Antiquities of the New England Indians, "The
or jasper. The structure of the latter is reterm flint, as commonly used by American
vealed, by the microscope as definitely fibrous.
archaeologists, is broadly applied not only
Black, red, brown, and yellow jasper occur in
to flint proper but to other silicious stones widely scatte red localities in New England but
of great hardness and of many colors, inwhite chalcedony and agate are very rare.
cluding chert, jasper, and chalcedony."
Such well known and e a sily identified
But, with the tendency of modern science, cry stalline quartz varieties as crystal or
including that of archaeology, to dispense
vitreous quartz, smoky quartz, milky quartz,
with misleadin3 terms and to be as accurate
and ferruginous quartz, as well as quartzite
as possible in the naming of all substances,
(which is really a rock) were available to
Mr. WillOUghby's statement leads to several
the Indians in all parts of New England, and
questions: V{hat is flint proper? How does
while none 0f these could be as easily or as
it differ from chert, jasper, and chalcedony? beautifully worked as the amorphous varieties
And how does each of these differ from the
they were much more easily obtained and were
others? For his answers the archaeolog ist
widely used. White or milky quartz pOints
naturally turns to test books on mineralogy-- are especially common in southern New England.
and he finds that few of them agree on the
definitions of these minerals. In fact most
Two roc ks which were much ~sed by the
of the books are so vague in their descripNortheastern Indians for points and blades and
tions of quartz varieties that they are of
which are orten confused with quartz minerals
little value to either the archaeologist or
are felsite and hornfels. Both of these have
the mineralogist himself.
imperfect conchoidal fractures and both are
somewhat softer than quartz. Felsite is a
However, some modern mineralog ists are
hardened lava, usually a li ght shade of pink,
beginning to attack the problem of a logical
red, brown, buff, purplish, or green; is freclassification of quartz varieties and the
quently marked with spots or narrow veins;
consensus among them is that the ori gin and
2. Craitocrystalline - Term applied to crystalline
the structure of the substances should be
rocyoS
ose crystills are too fine to be seen.
considered as the bases of the 1r identifica-
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and is more common in the eastern than in
Talc, a mineral which is sometimes callthe western part of New England. The famous
ed steatite or soapstone, furnished the
Mt. Kineo material is a fine grade of pormaterial for serviceable bowls and other
phyritic felsite.
dishes as well as for pipes and beads. Talc
was found in glacial boulders at North Wilbraham, Massachusetts, and as a vein mineral
Some archaeologists may desire to be
in Westfield, Massachusetts, as well as in
more specific in the cataloging of their
specimens than such a general term as felsite other New England localities.
will permit. For such, a division of this
Even native copper was present in this
rock into some of its sub-varieties is sugvicinity, fairly large masses having been
gested. The most common of these are:
found in trap rock near Meriden, connecticut.
rhyolite, a light gray, pink, red, or brown
But whether or not our Indians used this
felsite, often containing phenocrysts (3)
local material in making the few copper artiof quartz, sanidine, or obsidian; trachyte,
similar to rhyolite but containing no quartz; facts which have been found here has not yet
been established.
.
phonolite, a gray or green variety showing
a slabby parting; andesite, usually brown
with little or no quartz and often containSo the native of Stone Age New England
had a wide choice of materials, perhaps a
ing biotite, hornblende, or pyroxene; and
wider choice than Nature offered in any other
dacite, a quartz andesite, the ground mass
of which is usually pale brown or yellow.
area of similar size in the world, for the
manufacture of his artifacts; and where conHornfels is a very dense rock produced
ditions permitted he apparently chose his
by the igneous metamorphism of clay, shale,
stones well and found some use for almost
slate, or impure limestone. It is found
every variety which existed in the district.
near hardened rock intrusions in many parts
of the world. The colors range from light
By recording as many as possible of the
gray and pale green to dark gray. Large
names of the materials of which the specimens
pieces·of what seems to be hornfels have been in his cabinets are made, the archaeologist
found in the vicinity of Pelham, Massachucan add to both the interest and the scientisetts, and one recently in West Springfield.
fic value of his collections. But he should
Several points in our collections appear to
not be discouraged if, even after a careful
be made of this material.
.
study of their physical properties, he is
unable to name them all, since some rocks and
sandstone and slate, each of which is a
minerals can be identified only by the examinreadily identified rock and very plentiful
ation of a freshly fractured surface, by a
in certain sections of New England, were exmicroscopic study of a thin section, or by a
tensively used by our Indians for various
chemical or spectrographic analysis. Thereartifacts. Slate, as is well known, was. the
fore without destroying their value as Indian
favorite material for extremely long and
artifacts it is in some instances impossible
slender pOints, banner stones, semi-lunar
to correctly name all of the stones of Stone
knives, gorgets, and ceremonial objects.
Age New EnBland.
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